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Kurzfassung
Festko¨rper-Lithium-Ionen-Batterien bieten eine gute Alternative fu¨r zur Zeit kommerziell
erha¨ltliche Lithium-Ionen-Batterien auf Flu¨ssigelektrolytbasis. Durch die Verwendung eines
festen Elektrolyten kann der auf flammbaren Flu¨ssigkeiten basierende Elektrolyt derzeit-
iger Batterien ersetzt werden. Zudem ergeben sich durch die potenzielle Verwendung einer
Lithiummetall-Anode Vorteile in Bezug auf die Energiedichte der Batterie. Fu¨r die Kom-
merzialisierung dieser Festko¨rperbatterien besteht noch Forschungsbedarf bezu¨glich der einge-
setzten Materialien der Batteriekomponenten. Insbesondere die Erforschung eines geeigneten
Elektrolytmaterials ist von No¨ten. Wa¨hrend fu¨r die Aktivmaterialien auf Anoden- und Ka-
thodenseite theoretisch auf bereits aus Flu¨ssigbatterien bekannte Materialien zuru¨ckgegriffen
werden kann, muss ein vo¨llig neuer Elektrolyt entwickelt werden. Zudem gestaltet sich die
Prozessierung der Einzelkomponenten, sowie die Kombination der Komponenten zu einer
Batteriezelle schwierig.
Die vorliegende Arbeit bescha¨ftigt sich daher mit der Herstellung eines Festko¨perelektrolyten
als Verbundmaterial aus keramischem Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) und einem auf Polyethylenoxid
(PEO) basierenden Polymerelektrolyten. LLZO weist in seiner kubischen Kristallmodifika-
tion eine hohe Ionenleitfa¨higkeit auf und gilt wegen seiner chemischen Stabilita¨t gegenu¨ber
metallischem Lithium als geeigneter Kandidat fu¨r Festko¨rperelektrolyte im Bereich der
Keramiken. Die Verarbeitung von keramischen Pulvern zu du¨nnen Membranen ist aller-
dings herausfordernd. Polymerelektrolyte werden vor allem auf Grund ihrer einfachen Ver-
arbeitungsmo¨glichkeiten in Betracht gezogen. Innerhalb dieser Gruppe gilt PEO mit seiner
fu¨r Polymere hohen Leitfa¨higkeit und der Fa¨higkeit Lithiumsalze sehr gut zu solvatisieren,
als bester Kandidat. Durch die Entwicklung eines neuartigen Verbundwerkstoffs aus LLZO
und PEO soll die vereinfachte Prozessierung von LLZO ermo¨glicht werden. Ziel ist ein gut
leitfa¨higer Verbundwerkstoff mit hohem Keramikanteil. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit werden
mo¨gliche synergetische Effekte eines Verbundwerkstoffs untersucht.
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird die Synthese von aluminiumsubstituiertem LLZO durch
eine kombinierte Fa¨llungsreaktion mit anschließender Festphasenlithiierung beschrieben.
Die gefa¨llten Hydroxidpartikel sind amorph und bestehen aus einer Mischung der einge-
setzten Metallionen. Das erhaltene Pulver wird mit einem Lithiumsalz gemischt und bei
850 ◦C kalziniert. Diese Synthesemethode bietet auf Grund ihrer geringen Kalzinierungs-
temperatur und der weitgehenden Vermeidung von nitrosen Gasen einen Vorteil gegenu¨ber
konventionellen Herstellungsverfahren. Das entstandene Material besteht hauptsa¨chlich aus
der gewu¨nschten kubischen Granatkristallphase mit geringen Anteilen von Nebenphasen,
die auf eine Lithiumuntersto¨chiometrie im Produkt schließen lassen. Das Pulver weist eine
schmale Partikelgro¨ßenverteilung mit einer geringen spezifischen Oberfla¨che (ca. 0.5m2 g−1)
auf. Mittels Kugelmahlen kann die Partikelgro¨ße verringert und die spezifische Oberfla¨che
erho¨ht werden. Die Untersuchung der chemischen Stabilita¨t an Luft und in verschiedenen
Lo¨sungsmitteln zeigt eine Karbonatbildung an Luft sowie ein Auswaschen von Lithiumionen
in polaren, protischen Lo¨sungsmitteln. An gesinterten Tabletten des Materials werden die
elektrochemischen Eigenschaften bestimmt. Die mittels Impedanzspektroskopie ermittelte
ionische Leitfa¨higkeit liegt mit einem Wert von 6× 10−5 S cm−1 bei 20 ◦C und einer Ak-
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tivierungsenergie von 0.39 eV im typischen Bereich fu¨r LLZO. Die ionische U¨berfu¨hrungszahl
ist ungefa¨hr 1.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird die Verarbeitung des Keramikpulvers mit Hilfe des Poly-
merelektrolyten PEO20LiClO4 (PEO20) zu einem Verbundmaterial beschrieben. Mittels
Foliengießens (Tapecasting) werden freistehende, flexible Membranen hergestellt, in de-
nen die Keramikpartikel homogen in der Polymermatrix verteilt sind. Der Keramikanteil
wird von 0 vol% bis zu einem Volumenanteil von 40 vol% variiert. Das Einmischen der
Keramik in die Polymermatrix fu¨hrt zu einer drastischen Reduktion der Kristallinita¨t des
Polymers von 59% auf minimal 5%. Die elektrochemische Charakterisierung zeigt eine
temperaturabha¨ngige ionische Leitfa¨higkeit der Verbundmaterialien a¨hnlich dem Verhalten
des reinen Polymerelektrolyten und ha¨ngt stark von der Schmelztemperatur des PEO20
ab. Wa¨hrend bei hohen Temperaturen (> 60 ◦C) zufriedenstellende Leitfa¨higkeitswerte er-
reicht werden (10−4 S cm−1), sinkt die Leitfa¨higkeit mit sinkender Temperatur drastisch ab
und erreicht lediglich Werte von 7× 10−9 S cm−1 bei 20 ◦C fu¨r einen Verbund mit 40 vol%
LLZO. Weder eine Optimierung der LLZO-Partikel durch Vermeidung einer Karbonatschicht
und Mahlen noch eine Optimierung des Foliengießprozesses durch Heißpressen zeigen eine
signifikante Vera¨nderung des Leitfa¨higkeitsverhaltens. Hingegen wird die Lithiumionen-
U¨berfu¨hrungszahl T+ durch die Zugabe von LLZO positiv beeinflusst und von 0.22 fu¨r
reines PEO20 auf 0.3 fu¨r Verbu¨nde mit 30 vol% erho¨ht.
Im dritten Teil wird die Grenzfla¨che zwischen der Keramik und dem Polymerelektrolyt
genauer untersucht, um zu kla¨ren, welches Hindernis die Grenzfla¨che fu¨r die Lithium-
ionenleitung im Verbund darstellt. Hierzu wird ein Modellsystem entwickelt und mittels
Impedanzspektroskopie charakterisiert. Fu¨r das Modellsystem werden gesinterte LLZO-
Tabletten mit definierten Schichten PEO20 beschichtet. Durch den Vergleich der Impedanz-
spektren der reinen Materialien LLZO und PEO20 mit den Spektren der Modellsysteme la¨sst
sich ein Prozess fu¨r den U¨bergang der Lithiumionen durch die Grenzfla¨che ermitteln. Die
erhaltenen Widerstandswerte (9 kΩ cm−2 bei 70 ◦C fu¨r eine LLZO/PEO20 Kontaktfla¨che mit
8mm Durchmesser) und Aktivierungsenergien (Ea = 0.9 eV bis Ea = 1 eV) legen nahe, dass
in den Verbundmaterialien eine Lithiumbewegung durch die Einzelphasen wahrscheinlicher
ist als durch die Grenzfla¨che.
Auf den Ergebnissen dieser Arbeit aufbauend, ko¨nnen weitere Entwicklungsschritte fu¨r
die Optimierung von Keramik-Polymer-Verbundwerkstoffen fu¨r den Einsatz als Festko¨per-
elektrolyt in Lithiumbatterien unternommen werden. Insbesondere das vorgestellte Mo-
dellsystem stellt eine Mo¨glichkeit dar, die Kompatibilita¨t von keramischen und polymer-
basierten Elektrolyten hinsichtlich ihrer Lithiumionenleitfa¨higkeit zu untersuchen und zu
vergleichen.
Abstract
Solid state lithium ion batteries are considered as an alternative to currently available lithium
ion batteries (LIBs). The exchange of flammable liquid electrolyte based on organic solvents
for a solid alternative could lead to improvements in terms of safety. Furthermore, solid state
batteries offer the possibility of realising Li metal anodes and, consequently, enhanced en-
ergy density. While theoretically it is possible to use the same anode and cathode materials,
that are already employed in LIBs, for solid state batteries, the development of a suitable
electrolyte is essential for commercialisation of bulk-type solid state batteries. Furthermore,
combining the individual battery components into a solid state battery cell is challenging.
This thesis is concerned with the synthesis of a solid state electrolyte as a composite of
ceramic Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) and a polymer electrolyte based on poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO). The cubic modification of LLZO is considered a promising ceramic electrolyte with
high ionic conductivity and chemical stability against metallic lithium. However, processing
ceramic powders into dense and thin membranes can be challenging. In contrast, polymers
are considered for solid state electrolytes because they can be easily processed. PEO is
the most prominent of these materials because of its high ionic conductivity compared to
other polymer electrolytes. Hence, a polymer matrix composite with high filler fraction is
developed that allows for facile processing of LLZO.
First, the synthesis of Al substituted LLZO by means of co-precipitation and subsequent
solid state lithiation is described. The co-precipitated hydroxide particles are amorphous
and consist of a mixture of the metal ions used. The dried powder is mixed with a Li salt
and calcined at a low temperature of 850 ◦C. This synthesis method offers advantages in
terms of saving energy and reducing the evolution of nitrous gases compared to more conven-
tional synthesis methods. The obtained powder is predominantly of the desired cubic garnet
crystal structure with a small specific surface area(0.5m2 g−1). Small amounts of parasitic
phases indicate a slight lithium deficiency. The surface area can be increased by decreasing
the particle size using ball milling. The ionic conductivity was determined from sintered
pellets by means of impedance spectroscopy. The value of 6× 10−5 S cm−1 at 20 ◦C and
the activation energy of 0.39 eV are typical for the material. The ionic transference number
is equal to 1. For further processing, the chemical stability in air and various solvents was
investigated. Contact with ambient air leads to carbonate formation and dispersion in protic
solvents results in a reduction of Li content in the powder.
Consequently, in the second part of the thesis, the aprotic solvent acetonitrile is used for
processing the ceramic powder with the polymer electrolyte PEO20LiClO4 (PEO20) into
free-standing and flexible composite membranes by tape casting. The ceramic content is
varied up to 40 vol% and causes a drastic decrease in the crystallinity of PEO20 from 59%
to 5% minimum. The temperature dependency of the conductivity of the composites is
similar to PEO20. While sufficient conductivity values of ≈ 10−4 S cm−1 are obtained for
high temperatures (> 60 ◦C, above the melting point of PEO20), the conductivity drasti-
cally decreases with decreasing temperature and is 7× 10−9 S cm−1 at 20 ◦C for a composite
with 40 vol% LLZO. Optimisation of the LLZO particles by avoiding carbonate formation
and milling as well as optimising the process by additional hot-pressing do not change these
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values significantly. Furthermore, the addition of LLZO to PEO20 decreases the electro-
chemical stability window against metallic Li. However, the Li ion transference number T+
is positively increased from 0.22 for pure PEO20 to 0.3 for composites with up to 30 vol%.
In the third part, the LLZO/PEO20 interface is identified as obstructive to continuous Li ion
conduction. A model system using sintered LLZO pellets coated with well-defined PEO20
layers is developed and investigated by means of impedance spectroscopy. From the compar-
ison of impedance spectra, a process for the Li ion transition across the interface is identified
and quantified. The obtained resistance values (9 kΩ cm2 at 70 ◦C for a contact area with
a diameter of 8mm) and activation energies (≈ 0.9 eV) indicate that, in the composite, Li
ion conduction within the individual phases is more probable than across the interface at
high temperatures. While it might be more likely below 50 ◦C, optimisation is still necessary
before commercialisation.
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Introduction
The world’s demand for energy is ever increasing. Most of this demand is met using fossil
fuels such as coal, oil or gas as well as nuclear energy. While the former resources are dimin-
ishing, the latter is considered a serious safety risk and poses the problem of nuclear waste
management. Furthermore, the energy from fossil fuels and nuclear power are considered
a danger to the environment and the production of carbon dioxide, a by-product of energy
generation, is one of the main gases responsible for the climate change [1, 2]. Therefore,
there is a great demand for “clean” or “green” energy from renewable sources such as wind,
water and solar power. Energy production from these sources is liable to fluctuations in
space and time. Therefore, energy storage systems are needed for grid balance, storing the
production surplus to compensate demand peaks.
The concept of green energy is not only extending to energy production plants but to trans-
portation as well. In 2016, the government of the Federal Republic of Germany announced
a monetary bonus for residents who decided to buy a new car that is electrically powered
(so-called electrical vehicle (EV)) [3].
Furthermore, the number of portable personal electronic devices (such as smart phones,
tablets and laptops) needing rechargeable energy storage devices is increasing as well.
Last, the ongoing miniaturisation of micro chips, sensors and micro electronic devices re-
quires a miniaturisation of energy supplying devices as well [4].
Depending on the requirements, different energy storage and conversion devices are suitable
for application. The various kinds of devices can be divided into physical and chemical stor-
age devices. The devices can be characterised by two properties - energy density and power
density. Gravimetric or volumetric energy density give an indication about the amount of
energy that can be stored (capacity) per mass or volume, respectively. The power density
describes how fast energy can be extracted from or reinserted into the device. Each kind of
device is characterised by different energy and power densities (Fig. 1).
Fuel cells are conversion systems that provide energy from the chemical reaction of hydrogen
and oxygen to form water [5]. The energy density is not determined by the device itself but
by the storage tanks providing the reactants. Drawbacks of fuel cells are the safety risks
related to hydrogen storage and the low power density of such devices.
Capacitors are energy storage systems that store energy by polarisation of electrodes [6].
The energy stored is directly related to the size of the electrodes. While capacitors provide
high power densities, the energy density is low.
At last, the group of batteries comprises many different systems. The main categories are
primary (not rechargeable) and secondary (rechargeable) systems. The energy is provided
by reversible chemical reactions which are reversible for secondary batteries. Thereby, large
amounts of energy can be stored. Among batteries, classical rechargeable lithium ion batter-
ies (LIBs) consisting of two intercalation electrodes separated by a liquid electrolyte provide
the highest energy density. The element lithium (Li) is light weight (6.94 gmol−1), has a
small density (0.54 g cm−3) and the highest reduction potential of 3.04V vs. the standard
hydrogen electrode yielding high voltage battery cells. Thus, for EVs and portable personal
electronic devices, these batteries are preferred. The energy density of LIBs depends on the
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Figure 1: Ragone plot of various energy storage devices. Values taken from ref. [7]. Dashed
circle
combination of anode and cathode materials. Power densities may vary for the same active
material depending on electrode processing.
LIBs have been commercially available since the 1990s. The market has grown ever since
and is expected to grow even more with the application of LIBs to EVs. Forecasts [8] esti-
mated that the LIB market was to have a size of 55GWh to 70GWh (equivalent to 15US$B
to 45US$B) in 2015. The size of the battery market for electric vehicles (bikes, scooters,
cars, etc.) was estimated to be 15GWh to 30GWh (4US$B to 15US$B) and is expected
to increase by a factor of three until 2020. Then, the electromobility section of the LIB
market might be 6US$B to 40US$B with a total LIB market of 20US$B to 90US$B. The
market might even grow to 0.3TWh to 1TWh until 2030. 90% of all LIBs are expected to
be built for electromobile applications.
Even though the LIB has been commercially available for more than two decades, safety
issues still make the headlines. For example, in 2016 Samsung was forced to recall its newly
released tablet and smart phone because several users reported combusting batteries [9]. A
similar defect may have caused the batteries in Boeing 787 Dreamliner air planes to catch
fire [10].
Furthermore, while in the past years the capacity of LIBs has steadily increased, the intrin-
sic limit will be reached soon, making the search for new battery concepts and materials
inevitable [11].
Hence, new battery concepts focus not only on improving the performance but also on safety.
Battery concepts include redox-flow batteries (for stationary applications) [12] and batter-
ies based on sodium [13], alkaline earth metals [14] or even aluminium [15]. But still, the
most favourable concepts are based on Li. In solid state batteries, the liquid electrolyte is
replaced by solid alternatives increasing the safety compared to LIBs. Lithium-sulphur [16]
and Li-air batteries [17] aim to replace the transition metal oxide intercalation compounds
used as cathode active materials with conversion type materials (S8 and O2) that are more
abundant. At the same time, the energy densities of these batteries (2333Whkg−1 and
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3505Whkg−1 for Li-S and Li-O2 batteries, respectively) is much higher than the energy
density of currently available LIBs. All three battery concepts also try to incorporate a Li
metal anode.
Out of the three battery systems, solid state batteries are developed the furthest. They
are already commercially available as thin film batteries [18, 19]. However, application of
these batteries is restricted to low energy applications, such as sensors and micro chips, due
to their low energy density. The employment of a solid state electrolyte known as LiPON
[20] with very low ionic conductivity (σLi+ ≈ 10−6 S cm−1) necessitates a thickness of the
electrolyte of about 1µm. This, in turn, results in the use of high cost physical vapour
deposition (PVD) processes.
In 1996, Bell Communications Research Inc. (known as Bellcore) announced a commercial
battery based on a gelled polymer electrolyte and called it “solid state” despite the fact
that the electrolyte still contained liquids [21]. In contrast, true solid state batteries based
on dry solid polymer electrolytes are developed and used by the French company Bollore´ in
their EVs [22].
In sum, although a few solid state batteries have been available already, the majority of
LIBs still is based on liquid electrolytes. While anode and cathode materials from liquid
based LIBs can also be used in solid state batteries, the development of a new solid state
electrolyte that can be processed in large quantities is essential for successful commerciali-
sation of bulk solid state batteries with high energy density.
In fact, several materials ranging from crystalline ceramics, glasses to organic polymers have
been investigated. Each material offers certain advantages, but the ultimate solution has not
been found yet. Ceramic Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) has received much attention because of its
high ionic conductivity, chemical stability against metallic Li and its wide electrochemical
window. One major concern currently is the processing of the electrolyte material into thin
membranes and implementation within a battery cell. Currently, the material is used as
bulk material (e.g. 1mm thick pellets [23]) for investigation of bulk properties or thin layers
(≈ 1 µm [24, 25]) prepared by pulsed vapour deposition (PVD). Both are not applicable for
commercialisation.
Polymer matrix composites may be a solution in terms of processing. In biomedical engi-
neering they are used as fillers for dental cavities and biodegradable polymer matrices are
considered for tissue engineering [26]. Carbon fibre reinforced polymers are used in light
weight automotive bodies [27]. Furthermore, ceramics are added to polymers for flame re-
tardant materials [28]. Ceramic reinforced polymer matrix composite membranes are used
for separation and purification processes in water treatment (production of freshwater) [29],
petrochemical separation (e.g. olefin/paraffin separation) [30], separation of liquid mixtures
(pervaporation) [31] and gas diffusion. Furthermore, they are considered as proton conduct-
ing membranes in fuel cells [32].
The present work deals with the development of a thin solid electrolyte membrane based
on LLZO for LIBs. This work focuses on the development of a ceramic-polymer composite
electrolyte. With the chosen method, LLZO can be processed into a thin membrane that
can be included in full battery cells. To evaluate the feasibility of the novel electrolyte,
morphological and electrochemical properties are investigated.
This thesis is divided into three parts. In the first part a short introduction into the topic of
LIBs and solid state batteries is given. Special attention is payed to various solid state elec-
trolytes under investigation with focus on garnet type oxide ceramics and polymer-ceramic
composites.
The second part details the experimental procedures. Synthesis and sample preparation as
well as characterisation techniques employed are described.
The third part of the thesis contains the results and their discussion. This part is divided into
three sections. In the first section an easily scale-able synthesis method for Al-substituted
Li7La3Zr2O12 is developed. The received material is characterised regarding its structural
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(crystal structure and morphology) and electrochemical (ionic conductivity) properties.
The second section is concerned with processing this material into a thin film that can be used
as a membrane in all solid state batteries. A composite consisting of a polymer electrolyte
based on poly (ethyleneoxide) (PEO) highly filled with the produced ceramic is formulated.
This material is processed via tape casting route to obtain the desired membrane. Repeat-
edly, the materials are characterised regarding their structures and ionic conductivities.
In the last section, the interface between the polymer electrolyte and the ceramic electrolyte
is investigated with regard to its resistance to Li+ ion transition. To take full advantage of
the composite electrolyte, the Li+ ions need to pass through the entire electrolyte regard-
less of the phase. Thus, the interface between the two components should not hinder the
transition (i.e. have a low resistance). Two model systems are proposed and evaluated with
respect to their effectiveness.
The thesis concludes with a summary of the findings and an outlook detailing further prepa-
ration and characterisation steps necessary for successful implementation of LLZO-PEO
composite membranes into solid state battery cells.
Part I
Theory and state of research
1

Chapter 1
Lithium ion battery technology
1.1 Lithium ion batteries
The group of Li containing batteries comprises two kinds of batteries. Li metal batteries
are primary, non rechargeable batteries that contain Li metal as the anode material. These
kinds of batteries have been commercialised in the 1970s. Prominent examples are Li iodine
batteries in cardiac pacemakers and Li-MnO2 coin cell batteries [33].
First attempts for secondary, rechargeable Li batteries also contained Li metal. However,
inhomogeneous Li deposition at the anode side (dendrite formation) during charging and
the high reactivity of Li causing thermal runway make Li metal unsuitable for rechargeable
batteries. For example, one of the first rechargeable Li batteries (MOLICEL by Moli Energy
Ltd., Canada) consisted of a Li metal anode, a polypropylene carbonate based electrolyte
and a MoS2 cathode. All produced batteries had to be recalled due to flammability of the
batteries because of dendrite formation [33].
To overcome these problems, for rechargeable Li batteries intercalation materials for both
anode and cathode active materials were developed. For the anode side, intercalation of Li+
ions into graphite was demonstrated in the 1970s and 1980s [34] [35]. Goodenough and co-
workers first demonstrated reversible intercalation of Li+ ions into layered LiCoO2 cathode
materials in 1980 [36]. Based on these findings, today’s LIB was first commercialised by
Sony in 1991 [37]. It consists of a carbon intercalation anode, a liquid electrolyte confined
in a polyolefine separator and a Li intercalation cathode. A schematic view of the battery
is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Aluminium (Al) metal is used as a current collector at the cathode
side for gravimetric reasons while copper (Cu) has to be used for reasons of electrochemical
stability at the anode side. Today, due to optimisation of materials and especially process-
ing, capacities of 3.5Ah at 3.6V can be reached [38]. This corresponds to energy densities
of 260Whkg−1 and 770WhL−1.
Although extensive reseach efforts have been made and LIBs can be operated under rather
safe conditions, LIBs are thermodynamically instable. However, the decomposition of the
battery is kinetically hindered by the formation of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) be-
tween the anode and the electrolyte.
Anode
Graphite is used an intercalation anode [35]. Here, Li intercalation and de-intercalation
takes place at low voltages 85mV to 230mV vs. Li+/Li [39].
LixC6
discharge−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
charge
C6 + xLi
+ + xe− for 0 < x < 1 (1.1)
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of LIB. Upon cycling, Li+ ions are reversibly extracted from the
anode and intercalated in the cathode. Lithium ions move through the electrolyte, while
electrons pass through an external circuit.
Further advantages are its rather low density and high theoretical specific capacity 372mAhg−1.
However, the capacity still is significantly lower than the capacity of Li (3860mAhg−1).
New anode materials are lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) and silicon (Si). LTO does not
undergo any significant volume changes during battery cycling (“zero strain”) enabling high
power applications. As drawbacks, the potential vs. Li is high (1.55V) compared to graphite
reducing the cell voltage and the specific capacity (175mAhg−1) is low [39]. Nevertheless,
Toshiba has commercialised a lithium titanate anode battery [40].
In contrast, Si is researched as a conversion type cathode material. The material offers a
high specific capacity. However, the material undergoes a volume change of 270% [41] upon
cycling currently inhibiting the implementation in battery cells.
Electrolyte
The electrolyte within a LIB needs to be an electronic insulator and a ionic conductor. It
usually consists of a Li salt dissolved in organic liquids with high dielectric constants. The
standard material is a 1M solution of LiPF6 in a 1:1 wt% mixture of diethyl carbonate
(DEC, dielectric constant ϵ = 2.8) and ethylene carbonate (EC, ϵ = 89).
Both organic solvents are flammable and have a low vapour pressure. Decomposition of the
electrolyte is accompanied by gas evolution, which first causes bloating and later rupture
of the packaging. Exposure of the electrolyte to air may cause the decomposition of the Li
salt and the evolution of hydrofluoric acid [42]. The liquid forms a SEI at the anode side
of the battery cell [43]. This prevents the decomposition of the battery cell. Nevertheless,
high temperatures cause a continuous SEI degradation.
Cathode
The cathode side within a LIB is a porous composite consisting of the active material,
carbon and processing additives (e.g. polymers as binders). Active materials can be di-
vided into two groups, transition metal oxide intercalation materials and conversion mate-
rials. The intercalation materials can be further divided into three groups depending on
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the dimensionality of the Li+ ion diffusion. Olivine type materials like LiFePO4 (theoretic
specific capacity 170mAhg−1) materials are 1D conductor with very low ionic diffusion coef-
ficient (DLi =10
−14 cm2 s−1 to 10−16 cm2 s−1 [44]). Layered transition metal oxides, such as
LiCoO2 (capacity 274mAhg
−1), are 2D conductors (DLi =10−11 cm2 s−1 to 10−12 cm2 s−1
[45]). Spinel phases like LiMn2O4 (capacity 181mAhg
−1) are 3D conductors and conse-
quently offer the highest Li diffusion coefficient (DLi =10
−11 cm2 s−1 to 10−10 cm2 s−1 [46]).
During discharge of the battery, Li+ ions are inserted into the crystal structure and the
transition metal ion undergoes reduction, e.g.
Li1−xCoO2 + xLi
+ + xe−
discharge−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
charge
LiCoO2 for 0.55 < x < 1 (1.2)
High Li+ ion diffusion coefficients allow for larger particles of active materials and, subse-
quently, less additives in the composite cathode. As a result, they offer higher volumetric
energy density cathodes.
Carbon is added as a electron conductor since the active materials are electronic insulators.
By soaking the cathode with liquid electrolyte, it is ensured that all of the active material
can be used for intercalation. The high porosity is detrimental to the volumetric energy
density of the battery cell.
Futhermore, LIBs are manufactured in a discharged state. This means, the Li+ ions are
provided by the cathode. In consequence, anode and cathode materials have to be balanced
to fit the same amount of Li+ ions. If the cathode can supply more Li+ ions than the anode
can take up, the battery is anode limited. Since the anode material has a higher specific
capacity, the cathode layer needs to be thicker the battery to be balanced.
Similar to anode materials, conversion type cathode materials are still under investigation.
The most prominent material is sulphur because of its high capacity (1675mAhg−1). The
total reaction for a Li-S battery is
2 Li
discharge−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
charge
Li2S (1.3)
Problems associated with this type of battery are intermediate reaction products (polysul-
fides) which are soluble in the electrolyte and can therefore be deposited on the anode,
leading to severe capacity fading [47].
Working principle of lithium ion batteries
In the charged state of the battery, Li+ ions are stored in the layers of the graphite anode.
During discharge, Li+ ions pass through the electrolyte into the LiCoO2 on the cathode side,
while the electrons pass through an external circuit powering the device. The cobalt ions in
the LiCoO2 are reduced from Co
4+ to Co3+ upon intercalation of Li+ ions. On charge, the
process is reversed. In sum, the Li+ ion repeatedly travels across the battery.
Li1−xCoO2 + LixC6
discharge−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
charge
LiCoO2 +C6 (1.4)
Therefore, this principle is often referred to as the “rocking chair” principle.
1.2 Principle of solid state batteries
Solid state batteries offer several advantages compared to liquid electrolyte based batteries.
The most prominent advantage is an increase in safety. Replacing the flammable liquid elec-
trolyte with a solid alternative eliminates the potential threat of electrolyte leakage or battery
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Figure 1.2: Thin film solid state battery, adapted from [49]
combustion. Additionally, the limited operating temperature window of LIBs can be broad-
ened with solid state electrolytes. At low temperatures, liquid electrolytes might undergo
phase transition from liquid to solid and at high temperatures the continuous SEI decom-
position causes the cell to break down. In case of solid state electrolytes, the former cannot
occur, while the latter might not occur at practical conditions (i.e. Toperating < 100
◦C and
Tdecompostion > 100
◦C).
Additionally, the long life time of solid state batteries is often cited as an advantage [48].
A dense and rigid solid state electrolyte also inhibits Li dendrite growth which may cause
short circuits in liquid electrolyte batteries.
But, for solid state batteries to be competitive with liquid based LIBs, a redesign of the
battery is necessary.
Thin film batteries
Solid state batteries have already been commercialised in form of thin film batteries (Fig. 1.2)
by several companies (e.g. Infinite Power Solution, Inc. [19] and Cymbet Corp. [18]). These
battery cells are usually produced by means of physical vapour deposition (PVD). Thin lay-
ers of Li metal anode, cathode and solid state electrolyte are deposited layer by layer. These
thin film batteries can be easily miniaturised for small applications. However, there are also
several problems. First, the electrolyte used is lithium phosphorous oxynitride (LiPON, cf.
Chapter 2.1.1). While the material’s ionic conductivity (σLi+ ≈ 10−6 S cm−1) is high enough
for thin film application, it is too low for thicker films prepared by more conventional syn-
thesis methods. Furthermore, the cathode is also applied by PVD processes. Therefore, it
contains only the active material, which is usually not a good electronic and ionic conductor.
Consequently, the maximum cathode layer thickness and thereby, the energy density of the
cell, is limited as well.
Several types for solid state battery architectures using the same materials as thin film
batteries have been proposed to solve this problem (Fig. 1.3). In all cases, the idea is to
maximize the contact area between electrolyte and electrodes, transferring the thin film
battery concept into three dimensions (3D). In two concepts (Fig. 1.3a and Fig. 1.3b), cylin-
drical rods within a matrix are filled with complimentary battery materials. Another concept
employs two interdigitated comb like structures of active material that are separated by the
electrolyte. Last, core-shell cathode-electrolyte particles are dispersed in an anode material
matrix.
However, realising these architectures is challenging since PVD processes are limited to line
of sight deposition. Furthermore, applying current collectors without short circuiting the
battery cell is complicated (Fig. 1.3a and Fig. 1.3d). Hence, for high energy densities, a bulk
type solid state battery would be preferred.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.3: Concepts for 3D batteries, adapted from [50]. green: anode, light green: elec-
trolyte, dark blue: cathode. a) cylindrical anode and cathode channels in electrolyte matrix,
b) cylindrical rods of anode material thinly coated with electrolyte in cathode matrix, c)
interdigitated comb like structure of anode and cathode separated by electrolyte and d)
cathode-electrolyte core-shell particles dispersed in anode matrix.
Figure 1.4: Schematic of solid state battery with Li metal on the left. Solid state electrolyte
depicted as black and cathode active material depicted as light grey.
Bulk solid state battery
The envisioned solid state battery consists of a Li metal anode, a solid state electrolyte and
a three dimensionally structured high voltage cathode (Fig. 1.4). Due to the Li metal anode
and the thick cathode layer, gains in gravimetric and volumetric energy density are possible.
The design is more similar to the conventional LIBs with liquid electrolytes.
Switching from carbon anodes to Li metal anodes is associated with a decrease in anode
thickness. Ideally, the amount of Li is chosen so that the anode is fully dissolved when the
battery is fully discharged. Otherwise, the battery cell is cathode limited.
A multitude of materials has been proposed as solid state electrolytes in such bulk batteries.
Each material has certain advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 2 describes the most
common materials in more detail. While several materials have been identified that might
be applicable, the most research effort is still needed in terms of material development for a
suitable electrolyte and integration into a battery cell. For example, although some ceramic
electrolyte materials show promising ionic conductivities, processing the material into thin
(≈ 20 µm) and dense membranes is challenging.
While currently used cathode active materials may be used in solid state batteries, it does
not lead to improvements in energy density. To increase the energy density, high voltage
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cathodes are necessary. These materials cannot be used in liquid electrolyte based LIBs
because the battery cell voltage would exceed the electrochemical stability window of the
electrolyte and the electrolyte would be decomposed.
Sufficient mechanical contact between the battery components is necessary for successful
operation. Li metal is soft and, consequently, can be applied by pressing resulting in good
contact. However, the electrolyte-cathode contact presents more of a challenge. To imitate
the soaking of liquid LIBs, solid state electrolytes need to be mixed into the cathode.
One further problem occurring in solid state batteries is the volume expansion of the cathode
active materials during lithiation. While in liquid based batteries the cathode material can
expand by compressing electrolyte, this is not possible in a solid state battery.
Chapter 2
Solid State electrolytes
The former chapter describes the principles of solid state batteries and details their advan-
tages. However, for lithium solid state batteries to be competitive with LIBs with liquid
electrolytes, the material used as electrolyte must fulfil several requirements.
1. Conductivity: The electrolyte has to be ionically conductive to allow the transport
of Li+ ions from anode to cathode during discharge and charging of the battery cell. At
the same time, it has to be an electronic insulator (σe− ≈ 10−10 S cm−1 [51]) to avoid
short circuiting of battery cells. While liquid electrolytes have conductivities of σion >
5× 10−3 S cm−1 [51], they are not single ion conductors. Hence, a conductivity of
σion > 10
−4 S cm−1 [51] might be sufficient for solid state single ion (Li+) conductors.
2. Chemical stability: The chosen electrolyte needs to be chemically stable when in
contact with the other battery materials (i.e. anode and cathode materials). This is
especially challenging for the anode side. Since Li metal is the desired anode material
in a battery cell and the electrolyte will be in direct contact with the metal, the
electrolyte has to be chemically stable against Li.
3. Wide electrochemical window: To reach a maximum energy density within a
battery cell, the operating voltage of it has to be as high as possible. The use of
high voltage cathodes and Li metal makes a wide electrochemical window (up to 5V)
necessary to avoid electrolyte degradation.
4. Mechanical compatibility: During charge and discharge, the active materials within
a battery cell undergo volume changes. The electrolyte should be able to compensate
these changes. Nevertheless, a high stiffness is necessary to inhibit Li dendrite growth.
5. Thermal properties: During battery cell production as well as cell operation, changes
in temperature are to be expected. While heat treatments for crystallisation or cur-
ing might be necessary in production, changes in temperature during operation can
occur due to environmental effects, e.g. changes in weather. Therefore, the thermal
expansion coefficient of the electrolyte should be compatible with the thermal expan-
sion coefficients of the other battery materials to minimize the risk of fracture at the
interfaces. Furthermore, the electrolyte needs to be stable in the targeted temperature
range and must not decompose or change the state of matter.
6. Processability: For commercial application of solid-state batteries, the processing of
all battery components should be as easy as possible. Automated continuous processes
are usually preferred. Furthermore, the formation of a dense interface between active
material and electrolyte has to be manufactured easily to ensure a high interface area
with low interface resistance.
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7. Environmental aspects: Compounds used during the synthesis and processing of
solid-state electrolytes should be environmentally friendly, non-toxic and not pose a
risk to humans and nature.
Materials proposed as solid state electrolytes can be divided into three groups - glasses,
ceramics and polymers. While the glass type category mainly consists of LiPON and sulphide
based glasses, the ceramic group comprises several different oxide ceramics with various
crystal structures (cf. Fig. 2.1). The field of polymer electrolytes ranges from plasticised
solvents to dry polymer electrolytes without liquids. So far, no material investigated for
application as electrolyte in solid-state batteries fulfils all requirements listed above. In the
following paragraphs the most prominent representatives are introduced.
2.1 Glass type and glass ceramic electrolytes
2.1.1 Lithium phosphorous oxynitride (LiPON)
Lithium phosphorous oxynitride (LiPON) is a glassy solid state electrolyte that was first
synthesised in 1992 by the Oak Ridge National Lab [20]. LiPON is a group of materials with
varying chemical compositions with a sum formula of approximately Li2.9PO3.3N0.46 [52].
Although the Li+ ion conductivity is rather low (σLi+ ≈ 10−6 S cm−1) [49, 52] and, therefore,
unsuitable for application in bulk batteries, sputtered thin films are used as electrolyte in
commercially available thin film battery cells with low energy density (cf. Chapter 1.2).
In contrast to other inorganic solid electrolytes, LiPON is usually fabricated as a thin film by
sputtering Li3PO4 in Ar/N2 atmosphere [20]. The framework of phosphate glasses usually
consists of P and O single and double bonds. The introduction of N into the glass framework
has positive effects on the ionic conductivity and activation energy. First, P−N and P−N
bonds are formed that are more covalent than phosphorous oxygen bonds. Furthermore,
replacing P−O bonds with P−N bonds decreases the electrostatic activation energy. At
the same time, the amount of non bridging oxygen atoms is reduced. Additionally, on a
slightly more macroscopic scale, the introduction of N into the glass framework increases
the connectivity of the glass [53]. In sum, with increasing N content, the ionic conductivity
of the material increases and the activation energy decreases [52]. Unlike other potential
electrolyte materials that are unstable against Li metal and, therefore, cause short circuits
in a battery cell upon degradation, LiPON forms a stable SEI that is ionically conductive
[54]. The material has already been established in commercially available thin film battery
cells (cf. Chapter 1.2)
2.1.2 Sulphide based glasses and glass ceramics
The group of sulphide solid state electrolytes consists of both glasses and glass ceramics
and, thus, provides the crossover between glass type and ceramic solid state electrolytes.
Sulphides are of interest because of their high room temperature Li+ ion conductivity. Fur-
thermore, the relative softness makes processing easy and allows for volume changes in the
battery cell during cycling.
Compounds are usually found in the ternary phase diagram Li2S-P2S5-GeS2. Research fo-
cuses on compounds of the Li2S-P2S5 phases and the ternary phases. Li2S-P2S5 materials
are usually glasses. Their conductivity is rather low for sulphide compounds (10−5 S cm−1
to 10−4 S cm−1) [55] and can be increased by partially crystallising the glasses to form glass-
ceramics.
The electrolytes with the highest conductivity are solid solutions of all three phases with
a sum formula Li4-xGe1-xPxS4 [56]. The crystal structure of such compounds is similar to
that of Lithium (Li) SuperIonic CONductor (LiSICON, cf. Chapter 2.2.3). Therefore, these
materials are referred to as thio-LiSICON (e.g. Li10GeP2S12 [57]). A Si derivative of this
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Figure 2.1: Crystal structures of oxide ceramic solid electrolytes a) cubic
Li3xLa2/3-x1/3−2xTiO3 (LLTO): TiO6 (light blue), the central position (dark blue) is oc-
cupied by La3+, Li+ or remains vacant, b) Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 (LATP): TiO6 (light blue)
partially occupied by Al3+, PO4 (purple) and Li
+ (dark blue), and c) Li2+2xZn1-xGeO4
(LiSICON): GeO4 (green), ZnO4 (also partially occupied by Li
+, grey) and Li+ (dark blue).
The Li+ positions in all crystal structures are only partially occupied.
material shows the highest Li+ ion conductivity reported so far (σLi+ = 25mS cm
−1 [58]).
However, the material is not stable against metallic Li but degrades to form metallic germa-
nium, which might cause short circuits [59]. Replacement of germanium (Ge) with tin (Sn)
improves the chemical stability without major losses in conductivity [60]. The majority of
sulphides, however, is still instable against metallic Li anodes. Furthermore, contact with
oxygen causes decomposition of the sulphide electrolytes and the evolution of H2S. There-
fore, all processing needs to be carried out in inert atmosphere. Nevertheless, the advantages
of high Li+ ion conductivity and mechanical softness spark intense research interest.
2.2 Oxide ceramics
Oxide ceramics are the largest group considered for solid state electrolytes comprising a
large group of different inorganic crystalline materials. Most prominent are perovskites,
NaSICON and LiSICON structures as well as garnets. In all materials Li+ ion conduction
is facilitated by a thermally activated hopping mechanism. Therefore, all materials exhibit
vacancies and partially filled Li positions within their crystal structure. Oxide ceramics can
be synthesised using solid state reactions or a variety of wet chemistry methods, including
co-precipitation, citrate combustion and sol-gel routes.
2.2.1 Perovskite type
Solid state electrolytes with perovskite crystal structure are materials with the sum formula
Li3xLa2/3-x1/3−2xTiO3 (LLTO). In the ideal case, the crystal structure is cubic and can
be described with the space group Pm3¯m [61]. Here, TiO6 octahedra with the Ti
4+ ions
located at the corners of the cubic unit cell are corner sharing the oxygen ions. The resulting
vacancy in the center of the unit cell is occupied by La3+ or Li+ ions or remains a vacancy
depending on x (cf. Fig. 2.1a). This cubic structure can be obtained by quenching the ma-
terial from high temperatures. By slowly cooling the material, polymorphs with lower ionic
conductivity are obtained. Tetragonal and orthorhombic distortions have been described
and the ionic conductivity then depends on the crystal’s orientation [62].
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The highest conductivity value has been reported for a cubic perovskite with x = 0.11
(Li0.34La0.51TiO2.94, σLi(27
◦C) = 10−3 S cm−1) [63]. Attempts to increase the conductivity
of this material include substitution [64], control of processing atmosphere [65] and addition
of inorganic particles [66]. While LLTO shows high bulk ionic conductivity (σbulk ≈ 10−3 S cm−1),
the high grain boundary resistance (equal to a conductivity of σgb = 7.5× 10−5 S cm−1) has
a detrimental effect on the total conductivity σtotal = 7× 10−5 S cm−1 [63]. But the low
total ionic conductivity is not the sole problem of LLTO. The crystal structure makes it
necessary for the Li+ ions to hop from one position to the next and the rectangle created
by the four oxygen atoms surrounding the positions creates a bottle neck. The size of this
bottle neck is important for Li+ ion conductivity. Also, the position in the center of the unit
cell can be occupied by La3+, Li+ or remain vacant [67]. Site percolation and formation of
layers containing only one of the possible three options have been reported and change the
ion conduction pathway from three dimensional to two dimensional, thereby decreasing the
total ionic conductivity. Furthermore, the material is not stable in contact with Li. The
Ti4+ ions within the crystal framework are reduced to Ti3+ when in contact with Li metal.
For charge compensation, additional Li is inserted into LLTO reducing the number of va-
cancies in the crystal lattice. This results in a lowered bulk conductivity. At the same time,
the presence of both Ti4+ and Ti3+ increases the electronic conductivity from 10−8 S cm−1
to 10−1 S cm−1 when 12% of the Ti ions are Ti3+ [68]. The result is a mixed ionic electronic
conductor. While 12% is the saturation limit for Ti3+, further reduction to Ti2+ and Ti0 is
possible [69]. The appearance of electronic conductivity leads to accelerated self discharge
of a battery cell containing a Li metal anode and LLTO electrolyte.
2.2.2 NaSICON type
The NaSICON crystal structure was first reported by Goodenough and Hong [70] in the
1970s as a Na+ ion conductor. The name is the abbreviation for sodium (Na) SuperIonic
CONductor. By substitution, Li+ ion conductors with NaSICON crystal structure can be
obtained. The rhombohedral crystal structure consists of a [A2P3O12]
– framework consisting
of AO6 octahedra and PO4 tetrahedra and is usually described with the space group R3¯c
(cf. Fig. 2.1b). The A-ion in the Li+ ion conducting compounds usually is Ti4+. The
use of smaller ions compared to Na+ ion conducting compounds reduces the volume of
the unit cell and thereby facilitates ionic conduction of the Li+ ions. The most prominent
material of this group is the compound Li1 + xAlxTi2− x(PO4)3 (LATP) [71], where Ti
4+ is
partially substituted with Al3+. The highest ionic conductivity can be achieved for x = 0.3
(Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3). A bulk conductivity of σbulk ≈ 10−3 S cm−1 and total conductivity
of σtotal = 7× 10−4 S cm−1 was reported by Aono et al. [71]. Attempts to further increase
the conductivity by means of substitution have been made, but significant improvement has
not been accomplished yet. The major drawback of this material is its instability against
metallic Li anodes. Just like in LLTO, Ti4+ within the in LATP structure is reduced to
Ti3+. That leads to an increase in electronic conductivity [61]. Thus, efforts have been made
to replace Ti with other elements. The most successful substitution is with Ge (LAGP) [72]
which leads to increased material costs.
2.2.3 LiSICON type
LiSICON materials, historically named so as an analogy to NaSICON materials although
their crystal structure is different, such as Li2 + 2xZn1− xGeO4 [73, 74], are derived from
a γ−Li3PO4 crystal structure. The ionic conductivity of such materials is rather low
(σLi+ ≈ 10−6 S cm−1) and the material is highly reactive when in contact with metal-
lic Li. Since the most successful attempt to increase the ionic conductivity has been the
change from an oxide system to sulphide based materials, research has focused on these (cf.
Chapter 2.1.2).
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Figure 2.2: Crystal structure of naturally occuring garnet grossular and Li stuffed ion con-
ductor LLZO. Additional Li+ ions in LLZO occupy octahedral interstitials (yellow and
orange) in the garnet crystal structure.
2.2.4 Garnet type
Naturally occurring garnet minerals can be described using the sum formula A2+3 B
3+
2 [SiO4]3
where A and B are divalent (Mg, Fe, Mn, Ca) and trivalent (Al, Fe, Cr, V) metal cations, re-
spectively. A model crystal structure for Li garnets is the mineral grossular (Ca3Al2(SiO4)3)
that crystallises in the cubic space group Ia3¯d (# 230) (Fig. 2.2a).
The cubic crystal structure consists of alternating, corner linked SiO4 tetrahedra (with Si
in Wyckoff position 24d) and AlO6 octahedra (with Al (B) in Wyckoff position 16a). The
Ca (A) ions occupy interstitial positions (Wyckoff position 24c). Other garnet crystals can
be synthesised in the laboratory.
Li containing garnets
Lithium containing garnets with stoichiometric amounts of Li were first synthesised in 1969
[75]. Recently, compounds with formula Ln3+3 Te
6+
2 (LiO4)3, (Ln = rare earth metals) [76]
have been synthesised with the intent to study the Li+ ion mobility within the garnet struc-
ture. The Li+ ions occupy the 24d position formerly occupied by the Si4+ ions. All positions
are fully occupied and the Li garnet is not ionically conductive. Introducing small amounts
(0.05mol per formula unit) of excess Li by substituting Te6+ with Sb5+ increases the conduc-
tivity of the compound considerably [77]. Based on this, it can be theoretically be assumed,
that by substitution, the garnet crystal structure can be modified to hold up to 7.5 Li+ ions
per formula unit [78]. The practical limit, however, is lower, since the population of Li+ ions
on crystal sites is assumed too high. As described, the Li content in the crystal structure
is mainly increased by substitution of B ions with ions of lower oxidation state introducing
negative charges that are compensated for by additional Li+ ions. These garnets are often
referred to as Li stuffed garnets.
In 2003, the compound with the sum formula Li5La3M2O12 (M=Ta or Nb) [79] was re-
ported as a Li+ ion conductor, where La3+ ions are located in the A (24c) position and
Ta5+ or Nb5+ ions are located in the B (16a) position. The ionic conductivity was about
3× 10−6 S cm−1 at 25 ◦C and the activation energy 0.4 eV to 0.6 eV. But especially the
Nb5+ containing compound proved to be unstable against metallic Li.
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Figure 2.3: Li conduction pathways in garnet crystal structure, route 1 for garnets with low
Li content, route 2 for garnets like LLZO. Lithium ion positions are indicated by spheres.
Off center octahedral positions are omitted for clarity.
Li7La3Zr2O12
Research then focused on enhancing the conductivity of Li stuffed garnets and lead to the
discovery of a material usually described with the sum formula Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) (cf.
Fig. 2.2b). Murugan et al. [80] used a solid state reaction for synthesis and reported a
total ion conductivity of 2.4× 10−4 S cm−1 at room temperature and an activation energy
of 0.3 eV. The crystal structure was described as a cubic structure with space group Ia3¯d.
Here, Zr4+ ions are placed in the B position, which increases the Li content to theoretically
7 ions per formula unit for charge neutrality of the compound. While trying to reproduce
Murugan’s results, Awaka et al. [81] synthesised single crystal LLZO with a tetragonally
distorted crystal structure with a shortened c-axis. The crystal structure was described using
space group I41/acd (#142), a subgroup of the ideal cubic Ia3¯d. The ionic conductivity of
this compound was found to be 1.63× 10−6 S cm−1 at 300K and activation energy 0.54 eV.
These values are considerably lower compared to Murugan’s results.
The excess Li in the cubic crystal structure is stored in interstitial octahedral sites (48g, cf.
orange in Fig. 2.2b). All positions (24d and 48g) are only partially filled. An occupation of
the tetrahedral site (24d) causes the Li+ ion in the adjacent octahedral site (48g) to shift
from the octahedra’s center to an off-centered site (96h, yellow in Fig. 2.2b) away from the
shared face. Awaka et al. [81] suggested that an ordering of Li+ ions causes the lowering in
symmetry and conductivity.
Li conduction mechanism
Although Li+ ion conduction mechanisms that involve all Li positions have been proposed
[82, 83], the majority of experiments conducted to investigate the ionic conduction confirms
that conduction only involves the octahedrally coordinated Li+ ions, while the Li+ ions in
tetrahedral positions remain immobile.
Two possible conduction mechanisms have been proposed for Li+ ion conducting garnets
(Fig. 2.3) [84]. For garnets with low Li+ content ≤ 5 ions per formula unit, the Li+ ions move
from one octahedral side to another completely bypassing the empty tetrahedral position
(route 1). For LLZO, the Li+ ions move between octahedral positions across the shared
triangular faces of octahedra and empty tetrahedra positions sticking to the corner of the
tetrahedra (route 2) [84]. This is further supported by the observation that the introduction
of substitution elements like Al3+ on the tetrahedral sites does not cause a decrease in Li+
ion conductivity, but an increase [85]. Today, the cubic crystal structure is regarded as
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metastable at room temperature. The highly conductive phase is stabilised by substitution,
tuning the Li content at the same time. Comparison of experimental data suggests that the
Li ionic conductivity is maximised for a Li+ ion content of 6.5 ions per formula unit [82].
Substitution elements
The most investigated substitution element is Al3+ [83, 85, 86]. Historically introduced by
contamination of the synthesis crucible, it is added today intentionally. The lower limit
necessary to stabilize the cubic structure was found to be 0.2mol per formula unit [87]. The
Al3+ ion is located in the tetrahedrally coordinated Li position 24d. It replaces one Li+
ion and introduces two additional vacancies causing the stabilization of the cubic structure
[83, 85].
Besides Al3+, a lot of different elements have been investigated as substitution elements.
The aim is to optimize the Li content to about 6.5 per formula unit and optimize the lattice
parameters to range of 12.90 A˚ to 12.95 A˚ [82]. To avoid obstruction of the Li+ ion pathways,
Li+ (24d), La3+ (24c) and Zr4+ (16a) positions are targeted for substitution.
Ga is an element that similarly to Al3+ can substitute Li+ on the 24d position. It has
been found that with increasing amount of Ga3+ the ionic conductivity increases up to
(5.4× 10−4 S cm−1 for 1mol per formula unit LLZO [88]). However, recently crystal struc-
ture investigations of Ga-substituted LLZO found a reduction of symmetry in the crystal
structure. For Ga3+ content x ≥ 0.15 the space group changes from cubic centric Ia3¯d to
cubic acentric I 4¯3d (# 220) [89]. The position of Ga3+ and, consequently, the substitution
mechanism are still unclear. Two positions have been proposed. First, exclusive substitu-
tion of Ga3+ on the 24d position creates two additional vacancies [89]. Second, Ga3+ might
additionally substitute La3+ on the 24c position [90].
Substituting La3+ with alkaline earth elements is common for Li5La3Ta2O12 compounds to
increase the Li content above 5 and increase ionic conductivity. It has also been proposed
for LLZO as well [91]. However, at low substitution amounts of x ≥ 0.2 negative effects on
ionic conductivity have been observed for Sr-substituted LLZO [92].
Finally, the most common substitution element for the Zr position is Ta. The Ta5+ substi-
tutes the Zr4+ in the 16a position. As a result, a solid solution Li7− xLa3Zr2− xTaxO12 is
created. The higher oxidation state of Ta5+ compared to Zr4+ causes the lower Li content
compared to pure LLZO for charge neutrality creating additional vacancies. This makes as-
signing the decreasing lattice constant with increasing Ta5+ content to either the lower ionic
radius of Ta5+ or the lower Li+ content difficult. The solid solution exhibits cubic crystal
structure except for small Ta5+ content of x = 0− 0.125 where the tetragonal modification
is identified [93]. The ionic conductivity of Ta5+ substituted LLZO remains controversial.
For the same Ta5+ content (x = 0.5) both the highest (6.1× 10−4 S cm−1 [94]) and lowest
(2.0× 10−6 S cm−1 [95]) room temperature ionic conductivity in the series are reported.
Chemical and electrochemical stability
One major advantage of LLZO compared to other solid state electrolytes is the electrochem-
ical stability against metallic Li anodes that has been demonstrated [86] and verified by
simulations [96]. However, the extend of the electrochemical window varies. Thermody-
namic first principle simulations calculated a small electrochemical window of about 3V vs.
Li/Li+ [96]. However, the electrochemical window of LLZO has been reported to be as wide
as 8V vs. Li/Li+ [86] using linear sweep voltammetry with a Au working electrode. Thus,
the decomposition of LLZO might be thermodynamically favored, but kinetically inhibited
making the application of LLZO in high voltage battery cells possible.
Although early publications claim a stability of LLZO in ambient air [80] and LLZO has even
been considered for incorporation in aqueous Li-O2 batteries [97], recent findings suggest
that Li+ ions from the crystal structure form Li2CO3 with CO2 in air [98]. Grain boundaries
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are especially prone to reaction because of their high energy [99]. The occurrence of Li2CO3
has often been explained with excess educt, keeping in mind that Li2CO3 is often used as
the Li source in solid state reactions. However, computer simulations further support the
theory of chemical instability [100]. The proposed chemical reaction is
2 Li7La3Zr2O12 + 7CO2 −−→ 7Li2CO3 + 3La2O3 + 4ZrO2 (2.1)
Similarly, Li2CO3 formation by partial Li and oxygen loss has been proposed for both
unsubstituted and Al substituted garnet [101]:
Li56La24Zr16O96 +CO2 −−→ Li54La24Zr16O95 + Li2CO3 (2.2)
Li50Al2La24Zr16O96 +CO2 −−→ Li48Al2La24Zr16O95 + Li2CO3 (2.3)
However, in this case, no comment was made on the crystal structure of the Li deficient
LLZO.
Furthermore, more elaborate mechanisms propose a possible two step mechanism of garnet,
H2O and CO2 [102, 103]. The studies also confirm the formation of LiOH in the presence
of water:
Li7La3Zr2O12 +H2O −−→ Li7−xHxLa3Zr2O12 + LiOH (2.4)
2 LiOH + CO2 −−→ Li2CO3 +H2O (2.5)
Nevertheless, the crystal structure is stable in saturated LiOH and LiCl solutions [97].
The proton exchange has also been reported for Sn containing garnets [104]. Although sev-
eral reports have focused on the crystal structure of protonated Li garnets [104], only few
study investigated the effect of proton exchange on the ionic conductivity. In Sn containing
garnets (Li7La3Sn2O12), 68% (4.75) of the Li
+ ions can be exchanged for H+ ions without
significant changes in the conductivity since the Li+ ions are redistributed to crystal sites
of higher mobility (96h sites) [105]. In contrast, in Ta-substituted LLZO, only four Li+ ions
can be removed from the crystal structure [106]. The proton exchange in this case leads to
a decrease in ionic conductivity and an increase in the activation energy. In the same study,
molecular dynamics simulations were used to identify the partial contributions of Li+ and
H+ to the conductivity. It was found that while protons are very mobile in the structure, the
contribution from Li+ decreases. This is in contrast to the work on Sn containing garnets.
In conclusion, the contribution of H+ to the ionic conductivity is not fully solved yet and
requires further investigation.
Synthesis routes
LLZO can be synthesised by a multitude of different methods with various product shapes.
Single crystals have been obtained by means of a flux method [81, 83]. Most commonly, the
powder is synthesised using solid state reactions [80, 83, 107]. Metal oxides or carbonates
of the constituting elements are mixed, pressed and heat treated until the desired product
is obtained. This requires long reaction times at high temperatures (e.g. 1230 ◦C [80]) and
intermediate milling steps to ensure a homogeneous product. Therefore, solid state reactions
are considered to be time and energy consuming.
Alternative methods are wet chemistry routes. The most often used methods are combus-
tion methods, such as Pechini or solution-combustion synthesis [88, 108, 109], often referred
to as sol-gel techniques. Here, metal nitrates (oxidisers) are dissolved in aqueous solution.
A fuel (e.g. citric acid) is added and the solution is stirred at elevated temperatures (about
60 ◦C) until the solvent is evaporated. The highly viscous precursor is further heated to
about 300 ◦C, where the combustion takes places. The resulting amorphous foam is col-
lected, ground and calcined for crystallisation at temperatures lower than required for solid
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state reactions (e.g. 900 ◦C [108]). However, the formation of large amounts of nitrous gases
during the combustion step is a major drawback of these combustion techniques.
Further wet chemistry methods are sol-gel synthesis [110, 111] and co-precipitation [78].
During sol-gel syntheses, water soluble salts are mixed with a gelating agent to form a
colloidal dispersion. This sol is transferred into a gel that can be calcined similarly to com-
bustion technique precursors. In co-precipitation techniques, the constituting elements are
precipitated together from an aqueous solution of metal salts. The precipitate is collected
and calcined. As described, all these wet chemistry synthesis methods require an additional
heat treatment step for crystallisation, but the reported temperatures are usually lower than
those for solid state reactions.
Furthermore, electrospinning [112] and spray pyrolysis [113] methods have been reported for
powder preparation. The obtained powder has to be pressed and sintered to form a pellet
shaped ceramic electrolyte membrane. Spark plasma sintering [113] as well as hot-pressing
[114] are used to obtain samples of high density.
Incorporation in battery cells
Although recently sol-gel derived thin films have been reported [115], processing LLZO into a
thin film electrolyte is quite difficult. PVD methods (e.g. pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [24]
or sputtering [25]) are usually employed to create thin film layers of LLZO. Unfortunately,
these methods are rather limited to scientific applications and not suitable for large scale
production. Especially for PLD, the geometric dimensions of the sample are limited to a few
mm. Additionally, precise control of the stoichiometry during the PVD process is inevitable
for the sufficient functionality of the prepared ceramic thin layers (i.e. ionic conductivity)
and cannot always be achieved. Furthermore, the processed thin ceramic electrolyte films
are not self-supporting. In this case, application of a suitable support is necessary.
Although the preparation of LLZO thin films has been successful, battery cells with LLZO
electrolyte are still not commercially available. However, some proof of principle studies have
been published concerning the feasibility of single battery cells with LLZO type electrolytes.
Li metal was used in all studies as the anode. The metal is rather soft and good contact can
be obtained by pressing the metal foil on the ceramic electrolyte [116]. The main problem of
the batteries reported so far is the contact between the LLZO electrolyte and the cathode.
Typical cathode materials LiCoO2 [117] and LiFePO4 [86] as well as LiMn0.6Ni0.2Co0.2O2
[118] have been investigated. Pure active material cathodes are applied to the electrolyte by
PVD methods [117]. While the mechanical contact is sufficient, high interface resistances
have been observed [119]. Thin coatings ≈ 10 nm of metallic Nb and subsequent annealing
of the electrolyte layer might resolve the problem [117]. The Li-Nb-O layer that is formed by
heat treatment in O2 is ionically conductive. However, the electronic and ionic conductivity
of the active material is limited, restricting the thickness of pure cathode layers to rather
thin films (0.5 µm to 3 µm). Co-sintering LLZO and cathode material has been successful for
LiCoO2 as well [23], but LLZO is highly reactive with high voltage spinel manganese phases
[120]. Slurry based processing routes [86, 98] offer the advantage of composite cathodes with
carbon as electronically conductive additive. Cathodes with a thickness of 17µm have been
applied [116].
In addition to the reduced mechanical adhesion between LLZO and the cathode, the contact
area between the two components is rather low. The polished LLZO pellets offer a flat surface
with almost no porosity. Therefore, after application of the cathode, the contact is almost
equal to the geometrical surface of the LLZO pellet. For improved performance of solid
state batteries with LLZO electrolyte, an increased interface between LLZO and cathode is
necessary. The most promising solution is the concept of bulk solid state batteries presented
in Chapter 1.2.
However, an aspect that receives only minor attention in these studies, because they only
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prove the principle, is the thickness of the electrolyte. The LLZO layer is 500µm [86] to
1mm [23] thick which is detrimental to the gravimetric and volumetric energy density of
the cells. A reduction of the electrolyte thickness leads to good cyclability, although 100µm
are still too high [116].
An alternative may be composite electrolytes, a mixture of LLZO with polymer electrolytes
[118, 121], which will be further discussed in Chapter 2.3.3.
2.3 Polymer electrolytes
The class of polymer electrolytes comprises a vast variety of different systems. There are
different approaches of mixing polymers and liquid electrolytes to optimise ionic conductiv-
ity, mechanical stability and safety [122]. Gel electrolytes are liquid electrolytes with small
amounts of polymer added for higher viscosity. In contrast, plasticised polymer electrolytes
are predominantly polymers where small amounts of liquid electrolyte are added to improve
the ionic conductivity. Ionic rubbers are similar to plasticised electrolytes, though instead
of liquid electrolytes ionic liquids are added to the polymer. True solid electrolytes are dry
solid polymer electrolytes that become ionically conductive by addition of metal salts [123].
The last group of polymer electrolytes are polyelectrolytes. In these materials, the Li salt
anion is incorporated into the polymer chain backbone.
Unlike glass and ceramic Li+ ion conductors, polymer electrolytes are, with the exception of
polyelectrolytes, mixed ionic conductors. In ceramics, only the Li+ ion is mobile in a crystal
structure while the other ions make up the crystal scaffold. Polymer electrolytes are usually
obtained by dissolving Li salts in polymer matrices [124]. Within these matrices not only
the Li+ ions are mobile, but the anions as well. Therefore, like in liquid electrolytes, the
ionic conductivity is the sum of cationic (Li) and anionic conductivity. The anionic conduc-
tivity is detrimental to the aptitude of polymers as electrolyte materials because it causes a
polarization within the electrolyte when a potential is applied, thus, hindering Li+ ion con-
duction. The huge advantage of polymer electrolytes compared to other solid electrolytes
is their softness. They are able to compensate the volume changes of anode and cathode
materials during battery use. Furthermore, polymer electrolytes offer the possibility of a
solvent based processing ensuring good contact between active material and electrolyte and
enabling three dimensional, thick cathode designs. At last, the density of polymers is far
lower than the density of ceramics and closer to the density of the electrolytes used in liquid
Li+ ion batteries today. Therefore, the gravimetric energy density of a solid state battery
with a polymer electrolyte is much higher than a battery with a ceramic electrolyte.
2.3.1 Poly(ethylene oxide) based electrolytes
As a dry solid polymer electrolyte, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) has emerged as the most
promising electrolyte material [125]. In contrast to other polymers, PEO lacks groups that
are potentially harmful for the stability of the electrolyte, such as carbonyl or urethane
groups [126]. Furthermore, while the absence of side groups causes the polymer electrolyte
to crystallize (unlike, e.g. poly(propylene oxide)), its ionic conductivity is superior compared
to polymer electrolytes with side groups.
The ability of PEO to dissolve metal salts has first been described in 1973 by Fenton and
co-workers [127]. The ether oxygen within the polymer backbone acts as a Lewis base which
is responsible for the easy solvation of metal salts [128]. Besides Li, PEO is able to dissolve
a wide variety of metal ions, making it an interesting material for a wide range of metal
ion conductors [129]. The crystal structure of PEO-LiX complexes has been described by
Bruce’s group [130]. The polymer chains form helices with repeat units of seven monomer
units and two turns of the helix. The Li+ ions are coordinated to three ether-oxygens within
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Figure 2.4: Scheme of Li ion conduction in polymer electrolyte PEO. Li ions are coordinated
to three oxygen atoms in PEO chain. Segmental motion of polymer chains transports Li
ions.
the helix [131, 132].
Li+ ion conduction in PEO described by the dynamic bond percolation theory [133]. The
theory describes the motion of Li+ ions as a hopping between coordination sites that is
strongly coupled to the motion of the polymer chain [128]. Conduction preferably takes place
along the polymer chain (intra chain hopping, Fig. 2.4) while conduction between polymer
chains (inter chain hopping) is the rate limiting step [134]. Furthermore, it was found that
ionic conduction predominantly takes place in the amorphous region of the polymer [135].
Consequently, the temperature dependency of ionic conductivity in PEO based electrolytes
can often be fit using the Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher expression that applies to amorphous
polymers at temperatures above the glass transition temperature [136]. Li+ ion conductivity
in PEO highly depends on
• the molecular weight of the polymer chains,
• degree of crystallinity as well as
• the choice of Li salt anion and
• the Li salt concentration.
While PEO with short chain length shows high conductivity, its mechanical instability makes
it unsuitable for application. At molecular weights above 10 000 gmol−1, the conductivity
becomes nearly independent of the chain length [137].
High Li+ ion conductivity is reached for amorphous polymers [138]. While ion conduction
can also take place in the crystalline regions and is sometimes considered to be superior to
the amorphous conductivity [130], it is generally disregarded due to the fact that oriented
crystal structures in polymers are only achieved with effort and random crystallinity often
reduces the Li+ ion conductivity [138]. Methods to suppress crystallisation of PEO are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
The choice of Li salt affects both the conductivity and the crystallinity of the PEO. Usually Li
salts with large complex anions (e.g. perchlorate (ClO–4 ) [139], bis(trifluoromethane)sulfon-
imide (TFSI, (CF3SO2)2N) [140] or triflate (CF3SO
–
3 ) [141]) dissolved in the polymer ma-
trix to obtain a conducting polymer electrolyte are preferred because of their de-localised
negative charge. This de-localisation causes reduced anion mobility and therefore, increases
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the cation transference number of the electrolyte. Furthermore, the salts possess a low lat-
tice energy which results in easy solubility.
The optimum concentration of Li salt to achieve maximum conductivity is different for each
Li salt [142]. It is usually referred to as a ratio n of ethylene oxide monomer units to Li+
ions and described as P(EO)nLiX with X as the anion. Very low concentrations of Li
+ ions
result in low conductivities because the amount of Li+ ions is small. In contrast, at high
concentrations the number of Li+ ions exceeds the number of coordination sites resulting in
a decrease of conductivity. For example, the highest conductivity for a P(EO)nLiClO4 sys-
tem is achieved with n = 20, whereas a completely amorphous electrolyte is achieved with
n = 8 to n = 10. But, these high Li salt concentrations cause a decrease in conductivity
[141].
Research efforts have been made to increase the conductivity of polymer electrolytes and in-
crease the mechanical stability. Approaches include the formation of co-polymers [143, 144]
and blends [145], cross-linking of polymer chains [146] and formation of composite materials.
Composites can be formed by addition of plasticizers, ionic liquids or liquid electrolytes to
form gel electrolytes with increased conductivity [122]. This, however, introduces a liquid
component into the electrolyte system and results in a vastly reduced mechanical stability.
2.3.2 Composite electrolytes with inactive fillers
Composites of polymer and ceramic components keep the resulting electrolyte free of any
liquid. Generally, the addition of ionically conductive or insulating ceramic particles in-
creases both ionic conductivity and mechanical stability. The concept was first presented
by Weston and Steele several decades ago [147]. They systematically investigated the in-
fluence of the addition of Al2O3 to P(EO)8LiClO4 and found an increase in mechanical
stability with increasing filler content and only a moderate decrease of ionic conductivity.
Since then, a lot of publications have demonstrated a positive effect of addition of inactive
ceramic fillers (e.g. Al2O3 [148], BaTiO3 [149], SiO2 [150], TiO2 [151], ZrO2 [152], zeolites
[153]) on conductivity. The mechanism behind the increased conductivity has been investi-
gated. The introduction of filler particles can be interpreted as an introduction of defects
into the polymer. Therefore, the crystallisation of the polymer is suppressed. Furthermore,
an amorphous layer is formed at the interface between ceramic and polymer that is highly
conductive [154].
Several parameters are considered to have an effect on the ionic conductivity:
• weight fraction of filler in composite material
• size of filler particles
• functional surface groups of filler particles
• dielectric constant of filler material
For inactive fillers, the maximum improvement to ionic conductivity is reached for an ad-
dition of 10wt% fillers, independent of the kind of ceramic used. Further addition of filler
particles leads to a decrease in ionic conductivity. This is due to percolation and dilution
effects. If the amount of filler exceeds the optimum concentration, insulating agglomerates
are formed in the polymer matrix and the fraction of inactive material becomes too high,
resulting in a decrease in ionic conductivity [147]. An exception is a study where 40wt%
SnO2 were incorporated into an PEO matrix and resulted in increased conductivity. Here,
the polymer chains are grafted onto the particle surface by van der Waals forces and are,
therefore, immobilised, resulting in decoupled ionic conductivity [155]. Similar studies were
presented with SiO2 particles [156].
Nano-sized filler particles have been found to increase the ionic conductivity, while large and
poorly dispersed particles can lead to a decreased ionic conductivity [147, 157].
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The acidity of the particle’s surface does not only cause an increase in conductivity, but
also increases the cation transference number [158]. Dielectric particles like BaTiO3 show
a positive influence as well. The influence of BaTiO3 depends on the particle size. While
small particles (0.06 µm) change the polymer’s morphology and increase the conductivity,
larger particles (0.5 µm) increase the Li salt dissociation and, thereby, the ionic conductivity
and cation transference number [149].
Last, the addition of ceramic particles has a further positive effect on the Li metal/polymer
interface [159, 160]. Filler particles cause a reduction of the charge transfer resistance and
a stabilisation of the SEI.
2.3.3 Composite electrolytes with active fillers
Another, similar approach to increase conductivity and mechanical stability of polymer
electrolytes is the assembly of composite electrolytes containing ionically conductive fillers.
The addition of ionically conductive filler material might also increase the Li transference
number of the electrolyte system. Furthermore, with this approach, facile processing of ion
conducting ceramic powders can be realised. First attempts were made by Stevens and Mel-
lander in 1986 [161]. They dispersed MAg4I5 (M=K, Ca) in a PEO matrix and investigated
the influence on conductivity. At the same time, Wieczorek et al. [162] added NaSICON
material in high volume fraction to a PEO-NaI matrix. They concluded that ion transport
across the ceramic/polymer interface was impossible due to the high resistance of the process
[163]. Skaarup et al. [164] investigated the Li+ ion transport in hot-pressed Li3N with small
amounts of PEO as a binder. The conductivity of the composites was lower than sintered
Li3N, but increased steadily with the reduction of PEO content. Nevertheless, the majority
of early research regarding the sometimes so-called hybrid electrolytes focused on γ−LiAlO2
[153, 165].
Since then, focus has broadened to materials investigated as bulk inorganic electrolytes to-
day, such as LLTO [166], LATP [167] and LLZO [118]. The degree of filler content within
these composites is higher compared to systems with inactive fillers (up to 90wt% [121]).
Particle sizes for these fillers range from sub-micron to micron sized. Furthermore, alter-
native processing routes (hot-pressing [168]) or advanced three dimensional structures (e.g.
fibers and mats [166]) are investigated.
LLTO has been added to PEO based polymer electrolytes in form of particles as well as
electrospun fibers and mats. Abe et al. [169] formulated a model for ideal ion transport
pathways in a composite. Wang et al. [166] ascribed the increase in conductivity to the
“high speed lithium pathways” the LLTO fibers and the interface provide in a composite.
The maximum conductivity was reached with a filler amount of 20wt% LLTO fibers, which
is higher than the filler content in composites with inactive filler materials. The addition of
LLTO nanowires was also found to increase Li conductivity to 2.4× 10−4 S cm−1 at room
temperature [170].
Composites of up to 90wt% LATP and LAGP [171] powder in PEO based electrolytes con-
taining various Li salts (triflate [172], LiClO4 [173] and TFSI [174]) show improved room
temperature conductivity compared to pure polymer electrolytes. With advanced process-
ing, electrolyte membranes consisting of Ta doped LATP particle monolayers have been
reported [175]. LATP has not only been added to PEO matrices, but to polyurethane [168]
and polypropylene oxide [176] as well. Furthermore, glass ceramics based on LATP were
investigated in PEO matrices with LiClO4 and LiTFSI [167].
Glasses based on sulphides have also been added to PEO electrolytes. Curiously, in an
investigation of composites based on Li2S−LiI−B2S3 glasses, the best results have been
accomplished with non-conducting polymer matrix polyethylene [177]. Since then, how-
ever, filler materials have shifted to highly conductive glasses like Li10GeP2S12 [178] and
75Li2S · 25P2S5 [179]. With the latter, an almost single ion conducting composite could be
realised by covalently bonding the glass ceramic conductor to a perflouropolyether-LiTFSI
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polymer electrolyte.
Composites containing LLZO
The first mention of a composite consisting of a PEO based polymer electrolyte and LLZO is
a computational simulation [180]. It studied the electrochemical and mechanical properties
of a porous, sintered LLZO scaffold filled with PEO10LiTFSI. It was found that, compared
to the pure polymer electrolyte, the ionic conductivity increases with increasing sintering
neck size between LLZO particles.
Experimentally, this was realised by a three dimensional scaffold of sintered LLZO infiltrated
with PEO-LiTFSI [181]. The LLZO scaffold was prepared by electrospinning and sintering
and infiltrated with the polymer electrolyte. The ceramic fraction was 25wt% and offered
the possibility of long range Li+ ion conduction. PEO was added for flexibility. Ionic con-
ductivity was determined to 2.5× 10−4 S cm−1 at room temperature.
Synergistic effects are cited as the reason for the increased ionic conductivity in a tape-
cast PEO12LiClO4−LLZO composite. The dispersion of 52.5wt% of tetragonal LLZO with
D50 < 1µm was found to increase the ionic conductivity to 4× 10−4 S cm−1 [118]. Unfortu-
nately, no statement is made to interpret the effect other than the inhibition of crystallinity
in the polymer matrix which is also observed for inactive fillers.
Further studies showed an improved ionic conductivity of a composite of LLZO and PEO
without any Li salt. A conductivity of 2.1× 10−4 S cm−1 was reported for a composite with
12.7 vol% LLZO [171]. However, it is doubtful if such low ceramic fraction is sufficient for
percolation as the authors claim.
Furthermore, LLZO was mixed with PVdF, although in this case liquid electrolyte (1.15mol
LiPF6 in EC/DEC) has been added as well [121]. The focus of this study was not the elec-
trolyte itself, but a pouch cell containing the composite electrolyte with up to 90wt% LLZO
particles (size 1µm to 5µm). A nail penetration test was performed to show the non-leaking
of the pouch cell with the composite electrolyte.
Part II
Experimental
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Chapter 3
Sample preparation
3.1 Synthesis of garnet material
A wet chemistry synthesis route based on co-precipitation to obtain LLZO with cubic garnet
structure was developed. In a first step metal ions were precipitated as hydroxides from an
aqueous solution and dried. They were then mixed with a Li containing reactant and calcined
in a heat treatment to crystallize in the desired structure. A schematic of the LLZO powder
preparation is presented is Fig. 3.1.
In order to calculate the necessary weight of reactant the following assumptions were made.
Al3+ occupies Li+ sites (24d) within the crystal structure [83]. One Al3+ ion replaces three
Li+ ions corresponding to charge neutrality of the compound. A substitution level for Al3+
in cubic garnet of x = 0.24 [87] ensures the formation of cubic crystal structure and keeps
the amount of parasitic crystal phases at minimum. Taking into account that not all Al3+
ions precipitate during the first step due to the formation of [Al(OH)4]
– a slight excess
of Al is chosen (x = 0.25). A 10mol% Li excess is necessary to compensate the weight
loss during heat treatment in the later steps of synthesis. Therefore, the ideal chemical
formula Li7La3Zr2O12 was modified to Li1.1(7− 3x)AlxLa3Zr2O12. In short, all calculations
of reactants were made using the theoretical formula Li6.8Al0.25La3Zr2O12.
First, corresponding amounts of metal nitrates La(NO3)3 · 6H2O (Sigma Aldrich p.a.),
ZrO(NO3)2 · xH2O (Sigma Aldrich 99%) and Al(NO3)3 · 9H2O (Riedl de Haen p.a.) were
dissolved in distilled water. Diluted NH4OH (25%, VWR International S.A.S.) was added
to the solution drop wise until a pH value of 9.5 was reached and a white precipitate formed.
The dispersion was further stirred for another 30min and the pH value was checked for
constancy. The precipitate was collected by centrifugation and dried in a drying chamber
overnight at 70 ◦C. The dried powder was mixed with appropriate amounts of LiNO3 (98%,
Sigma Aldrich) in an agate mortar. This precursor mixture was heat treated employing
different furnaces and temperature programs for the various purposes of this thesis. In
total, three different types of powder were prepared (see Table 3.1). ZrO2 crucibles were
used to avoid undesired reactions between crucible’s material and powder.
For LLZO powder the mixture of hydroxides and LiNO3 was calcined at 850
◦C for 24 h in a
lid covered crucible in a muffle furnace in air (powder 1). To inhibit contamination because
of carbonate formation, the calcining step was also carried out in a tube furnace. Here, the
crucible could not be covered with a lid. A constant Ar flow of 15mLmin−1 was passed
through the furnace during the cooling down step of the samples (powder 2). Then, the
crucibles were transferred into an Ar filled glovebox (MBraun, H2O and O2 below 0.1 ppm)
without exposing them to ambient air. This powder was further optimised by ball-milling
(PM 100, Retsch). 10 g of powder, 30 g of ZrO2 balls (diameter 1mm) and 30mL toluol
were added in a ZrO2 crucible in a glovebox and milled at 300 rpm for 10 h.
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NH3
metal salt solution precipitate dried precipitate
calcined powdercalcining
Figure 3.1: Schematic of LLZO powder synthesis. Metal ions are precipitated as hydroxides
from aqueous solution. After drying, the powder is mixed with a Li salt and calcined to
obtain LLZO powder of cubic garnet structure.
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powder 1 powder 2 powder 3
purpose composites 1 composites 2 pressed to pellets
calcination parameters
temperature 850 ◦C 850 ◦C 850 ◦C
time 24 h 24 h 6 h
atmosphere air air/Ar air
further treatment - ball milled -
Table 3.1: LLZO powders prepared for characterisation and further processing
LLZO
LiClO4
PEO
dispersion tape casting dried composite
membrane
Figure 3.2: Schematic of composite membrane preparation. Constituent materials PEO,
LiClO4 and LLZO are mixed in acetonitrile. After homogenisation the dispersion is cast on
a PTFE dish and dried. Thin flexible membranes are obtained.
For pellet preparation, the powder was first calcined at 850 ◦C in a muffle furnace in air for
6 h. The resulting powder was ground in an agate mortar and uniaxially pressed into pellets
with a diameter of 10mm applying 320MPa pressure. Then, the pellets were sintered at
1200 ◦C in a muffle furnace in air for 6 h covered with the calcined powder to minimize Li
loss during sintering.
To remove the carbonate contamination from the pellets’ surface, pellets selected for model
systems were re-heated to 850 ◦C for 2 h in the tube furnace under a constant Ar flow of
15mLmin−1. Again, these samples were transferred into the glove box without exposure to
air in order to avoid re-contamination.
3.2 Synthesis of composites
LLZO-PEO20 composite electrolyte membranes were prepared by tape casting method. A
scheme of the process is depicted in Fig. 3.2. All steps were carried out in an Ar filled glove
box. All chemicals were dried in vacuum at room temperature before use. Appropriate
amounts of PEO (MV = 10
5 gmol−1, Sigma Aldrich), LiClO4 (Sigma Aldrich, battery grade,
dry, 99.99%) and LLZO powder were mixed with acetonitrile (99%, VWR International
S.A.S.) forming a highly viscous slurry. After homogenisation, the dispersions were cast in
poly(tetrafluoro ethylene) (PTFE) dishes and dried slowly at ambient temperature.
The ratio of ethylene oxide monomer units to Li+ ions (EO:Li) was kept constant at 20:1
(PEO20). LLZO content was varied from 10 vol% to 50 vol%. Table 3.2 displays the volume
and weight fraction of the prepared membranes. Two sets of composites were prepared. For
the composite set 1 the LLZO powder calcined in air (powder 1) was used after grinding in a
agate mortar. That LLZO powder contained carbonate. Composite set 2 was prepared using
optimised LLZO powder (powder 2), which was calcined in Ar atmosphere and subsequently
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sample PEO-10 PEO-20 PEO-30 PEO-40 PEO-50
vol% 10 20 30 40 50
wt% 33 53 66 75 82
Table 3.2: Volume and weight fractions of LLZO powders in prepared composite membranes.
Two composite sets with LLZO powder 1 and 2, respectively, were prepared.
ΔT
Cu
PEO20
LLZO
spacer
Figure 3.3: Schematic (not scaled) of model system assembly (left) and samples after heat
treatment (right). Inner diameter of PEEK spacer is varied to control the contact area
between LLZO and PEO20.
ball-milled in toluol without exposing the powder to air and therefore, avoiding carbonate
contamination. Additionally polymer electrolyte samples without LLZO were prepared for
comparison purposes.
The thickness of the dried composite membranes was measured with a micrometre screw and
is about 110 µm to 150 µm across the whole area (about 65 cm2) of the cast ceramic polymer
membrane. In case of PEO20 and composite set 1, samples for further characterisation were
taken from the dried membranes. Composites of set 2 were further processed to investigate
the effect of hot pressing. Two metal plates were heated on a heating plate to 85 ◦C. Then,
the folded composite membranes were placed between the plates and pressed for 10 s using
a coin cell press (compact crimping machine, MSK 160D, MTI Corporation). The thickness
of the pressed membranes was 150 µm.
3.3 Preparation of model systems
To investigate the interface between LLZO and PEO20 model systems consisting of LLZO
pellets and PEO20 sheets were manufactured. LLZO pellets sintered at 1200
◦C and reheated
in Ar atmosphere as described in Chapter 3.1 were used for the model systems. The pellets’
surface was polished in Ar atmosphere until the surface was shiny. PEO20 was taken from
the dried membrane and melted into a 100 µm thick Poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) spacer.
The contact area between the LLZO and PEO20 was defined by the inner diameter di of
the spacer. A schematic of the model system is shown in Fig. 3.3. A diameter of di = 8mm
was chosen. For the second model system, model-1, the diameter of the contact area was
reduced to di = 1mm. The PEO20 was then melted onto the LLZO pellets’ surface creating
the model system.
Chapter 4
Characterisation methods
4.1 X-ray diffraction
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) can be used to identify and quantify the phase composition
of crystalline powders with known chemical composition. In parafocussing Bragg-Brentano
geometry, a monochromatic, divergent X-ray beam illuminates the sample. The rays are
partially diffracted by the sample’s crystal lattice planes. The intensity of the diffracted
beam is measured as a function of the diffraction angle 2θ. When the crystals within the
powder are sufficiently small and statistically arranged, position and relative intensity of
the reflections in the resulting XRD pattern are characteristic to the crystal phase(s) of the
sample.
XRD was employed to determine the phase composition of powder samples and the lattice
parameters of LLZO. The powders were ground with acetone in an agate mortar until a
homogeneous fine powder was obtained.
A Miniflex 600 (Rigaku) and a D5000 (Siemens) diffractometer were used for measurements.
Both devices were operated in Bragg-Brentano mode. Details of hardware settings can be
found in Table 4.1. Data was collected in a 2θ range from 15◦ to 70◦.
The qualitative phase analysis and the refinement of lattice parameters were carried out
using the program BRASS [182]. The Rietveld analysis tool was used. Parameters for
background and constant zero as well as the scale factor for all identified phases were refined
in a first step. Subsequently, the lattice parameters of all phases and the Lorentzian isotropic
crystal size parameter iPL were refined as well. The refinement of further parameters did
not yield any meaningful values and did not result in an improvement of the fit.
Siemens D5000 Rigaku Miniflex 600
Radiation X-ray, CuKα , 40 kV, 30mA
Primary beam ADS1 (fixed to 0.5◦) ADS + fixed slit
Soller slits 2◦ 2.5◦
Diffracted beam ADS (fixed to 0.5◦)
Monochromator graphite
Detector scintillation counter
Goniometer radius 240mm 150mm
Sample holder 25mm (round) 20mm (square)
1 ADS: automatic divergence slit
Table 4.1: XRD hardware setting of diffractometers used for measurements.
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4.2 Thermogravimetric analysis and differential scan-
ning calorimetry
Thermoanalytics are used to determine physical and chemical properties of materials as a
function of temperature. In thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), a defined amount of sample
is heated (usually with a constant heat rate) in a constant gas flow and changes in the
sample weight are detected. From the analysis of a TGA graph, assumptions about thermal
processes (e.g. loss of water of hydration, decomposition of sample) can be made. Further-
more, the gas flow can be analysed to identify volatile sample components.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is used to detect changes in specific heat capacity
of samples and, thereby, physical transformations (e.g. glass transition, melting, crystallisa-
tion). Two kinds of measurement systems are available – heat flow DSC and power compen-
sation DSC. While in heat flow DSC devices both the sample and a reference (usually air)
are heated in the same furnace and the deviation of sample temperature from the reference
is monitored, in power compensation DSC, sample and reference are separately heated. Any
temperature difference between sample and reference is equalized by constantly controlling
the power of heating.
TGA (STA 449F3, Netzsch) was used to study the thermal decomposition of precipitated
hydroxides and hydroxide/LiNO3 mixture in a temperature range of 35
◦C to 950 ◦C in syn-
thetic air (Ar:O2 = 80:20) using a heating rate of 5Kmin
−1.
The thermal stability of the powder calcined in air and amount of water and carbonate
uptake were determined using a combination of TGA and subsequent mass spectrometry
(MS) of the gas flow. The samples were heated from 35 ◦C to 950 ◦C with a heating rate of
5Kmin−1. The measurement was carried out in Ar atmosphere. Samples from the evolved
gases were automatically taken every 20 s and analysed with MS.
DSC experiments (DSC 7, Perkin Elmer) were performed in order to investigate thermal
behaviour of the composites and determine the influence of LLZO powder on the crystalli-
sation of the polymer. Samples were heated to 150 ◦C for 24 h inside the glovebox and then
left to crystallise for one week. Afterwards, they were heated from 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C in air
with a heating rate of 5Kmin−1.
4.3 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is based on the inelastic scattering of light. A light source of monochro-
matic wavelength (e.g. laser) is used to illuminate a sample. The shift in energy due to the
inelastic scattering is used to identify vibrational and rotational modes of the investigated
molecules.
Raman spectroscopy was employed to investigate the composition of LLZO powders, in
particular, to detect possible Li2CO3 contamination on the surface of LLZO particles. For
measurements, a Raman microscope (SENTERRA, Bruker) was used. A laser with a wave-
length of 532 nm and 2mW was used for excitation. The microscope was equipped with
a 20xMPlan objective and the aperture was set to 50 µm. The final spectra were recorded
in a wavenumber range of 45 cm−1 to 1500 cm−1 as a addition of 20 spectra, each with an
exposure time of 20 s.
LLZO powder 1 and powder 2 were were prepared in a Ar filled glovebox. Both powders
were sealed between two glass slides using epoxy resin to avoid contamination with CO2
during the measurements.
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4.4 Nitrogen adsorption
Nitrogen adsorption is a technique to evaluate the specific surface area and pore structure
of porous materials. The sample is filled into a well defined volume and cooled in liquid N2.
After drying and evacuation the volume is filled with N2 stepwise. Due to the adsorption
of N2 on surface of the sample, the measured partial pressure deviates from the expected
partial pressure of N2. An adsorption isotherm is received when plotting the amount of
adsorbed gas as a function of the pressure. Based on the pressure difference, the specific
surface area of the sample can be calculated.
The surface area of the powder was determined using nitrogen adsorption technique (Nova
2200E, Quantachrome Instruments). Several gram of powder were weighted into a spher-
ical sample holder with a diameter of 9mm. 5 data points were chosen for measurement.
Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) theory was applied to calculate the specific surface area.
4.5 Scanning electron microscopy and EDS
The combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS) is used for imaging and element analysis of the sample surface. A focused
electron beam is repeatedly moved across the sample’s surface in a grate. Backscattered
electrons of the electron beam as well as secondary electrons (SE) from the sample are used
for imaging. Furthermore, X-rays are emitted from the sample when electrons from an outer
atomic shell fill holes in an inner shell, that are generated by the electron beam. The X-rays
are characteristic of the emitting element and can be used for identification and quantifica-
tion.
SEM (FEI Helios NanoLabTM600 DualBeamTM) was used to evaluate the particle morphol-
ogy of the prepared LLZO powders. The dried composite electrolyte membranes proved
to be sensitive to the electron beam, so SEM images were taken under N2-cryo conditions.
Focussed ion beam (FIB) cross sectional analysis was performed under cryo condition, as
well. To avoid morphological alteration of the composites, the samples were transferred from
the glove box into the microscope under inert conditions.
Chemical homogeneity of the hydroxide precipitates was characterised using EDS (Oxford
X-Max 80 energy dispersive X-ray SD-Detector).
4.6 ICP-OES
Inductive coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is a method to quantify
the amount of an element in a sample. An Ar plasma is maintained by a high frequency
electromagnetic field. The plasma is used to ionize the sample and excite electromagnetic
radiation. The emitted optical radiation of the sample is filtered to contain only the char-
acteristic wavelength of the investigated element and the intensity of emission is used for
quantification.
ICP-OES (7000DV, Perkin Elmer) was employed to determine the Li content of the calcined
powders as well as their chemical stability in different (organic) solvents. For the determi-
nation of Li and Al content in the calcined powder, powder 1 was used.
For the investigation of the stability in solvents, 0.5 g of powder was measured into a glass
vial. 3mL of solvent was added and the mixture was aged for at least one week. Different
solvents were chosen because of polarity and acidity (cf. TableA.1). The following solvents
were used: acetonitrile (AcN), cyclohexane (c-Hex), ethanol (EtOH), n-propanol, and wa-
ter. Furthermore, 1:1 mixtures of ethanol-cyclohexane as well as 1:1 and 3:1 mixtures of
n-propanol-cyclohexane were used. For better reaction between powder and solvents, the
glass vials were placed on a vibrating plate for 48 h. Afterwards, the powder was collected
from the dispersion by means of centrifugation and finally dried.
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PEO20
spacer
Fe
Figure 4.1: Assembly of polymer and composite electrolyte sample for electrochemical char-
acterisation [not scaled]
Samples for ICP-OES measurements were prepared as followed. About 0.02 g of LLZO
powder (pristine or solvent treated) was dissolved in 20mL aqua regia (a mixture of concen-
trated hydrochloric acid and nitric acid in a ratio of 3:1). The solution was stirred at room
temperature overnight until the powder was fully dissolved. The solution was watered down
by a factor of 100 for measuring. The instrument was calibrated using a 6-point calibration
in the expected concentration range.
4.7 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
In impedance spectroscopy, the complex resistance of a sample is determined as a function
of frequency. A sinusoidal voltage of varying frequency with small constant amplitude is
applied to the sample and the resulting current and the phase shift are detected. From
these characteristics, the complex resistance of the sample can be determined. By fitting
the impedance spectrum with an equivalent circuit comprised of electric circuit elements
(resistor, capacitor and inductor), indications concerning the various parts of the sample are
given.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to determine the Li+ ion conduc-
tivity of sintered LLZO pellets as well as polymer and composite electrolytes. Measurements
were carried out in a frequency range of 10−1Hz to 107Hz and with an amplitude of 10mV
(Alpha-A measurement system, Novocontrol) using blocking electrodes (Fig. 4.2a).
Sample preparation varied depending on the kind of sample investigated. Sintered pellets
were polished and blocking electrodes (Au or Cu) were sputtered on both surfaces of the
pellets. Pellets heat treated in argon atmosphere were polished and sputtered inside the
glovebox avoiding exposure to air. The pellets were mounted into a custom made airtight
sample holder (glass cell). Measurements were carried out in a temperature range from
80 ◦C to 20 ◦C with 10K step size. Prior to measurements, temperatures were held constant
for 1 h for equilibration purposes.
Polymer containing samples (PEO20 and composites) were cut out from the dried mem-
branes and melted into 100 µm or 500 µm thick non-conductive ring-shaped spacers (inner
diameter 6mm). Stainless steel (type 1.4310 CrNi steel, h+s Pra¨zisionsfolien) electrodes
were pressed onto the samples’ surface as blocking electrodes (Fig. 4.1). Measurements were
carried out in a temperature range from 80 ◦C to 20 ◦C. In case of 10K steps between the
temperatures, the equilibration time was set to 1 h. In case of 5K steps between the tem-
peratures, the equilibration time was set to 30min to be able to compare all measurements.
Cu blocking electrodes were used for the investigation of the model systems. Circular pieces
of Cu foil were put on top of the model systems (cf. Fig. 3.3). The samples were prepared in
the usual sample holder. Measurements were carried out in a temperature range from 80 ◦C
to 20 ◦C with 5K steps between temperatures. The equilibration time was set to 30min.
The conductivity of all samples was calculated from the obtained impedance data. The
impedance data of the sintered pellets could be fitted using the program ZView R⃝(version
3.3a) [183]. Good fits were obtained fitting the measured data with physically meaningful
equivalent circuits. This was not the case for the polymer and composite electrolyte sam-
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ples. Here, at low temperatures (30 ◦C to 50 ◦C) the low frequency minimum of the observed
semicircles was used to calculate the conductivity. For high temperatures (> 55 ◦C) the first
data point free of inductive influences was used.
4.8 Determination of transference numbers
4.8.1 Asymmetric DC-polarisation (Hebb Wagner method)
While the impedance spectroscopy allows for the determination of conductivities, the values
obtained are the sum of the conductivities of all mobile species within the sample. In ce-
ramic Li ion conductors usually only one species of ions is mobile. However, there is also a
contribution from the electrons (electronic conductivity), which is detrimental to the func-
tion of solid state electrolytes (cf. Chapter 2).
In order to separate the ionic and electronic contributions of the conductivity a DC polari-
sation method that is usually referred to as “Hebb-Wagner method” is employed [184, 185].
In principle, the ionic current is suppressed by appropriate choice of electrodes and the re-
sulting current in DC-mode is attributed to electrons. One electrode needs to be ionically
and electronically conductive (usually the parent metal in metal ionic conductors) while
the other electrode needs to block the ionic current and allow for electrons to pass through
(Fig. 4.2c). The blocking electrode is contacted as the positive electrode and a DC current at
a constant voltage is passed through the sample. This results in a constant Li concentration
gradient across the sample length at steady state and the ionic movement is suppressed.
The measured steady state current is caused by only electrons.
In this case, the LLZO pellets were sputtered with blocking Cu electrodes on one side and
non-blocking Li was thermally evaporated on the other side of the pellets. The measurement
(Reference 3000, Gamry) was carried out at 20 ◦C in a voltage range from 2.5V to 4V.
4.8.2 Combined DC/AC-polarisation
The Li+ ion transference number T+ of polymer and composite electrolytes was determined
with the method developed by Evans et al. [186]. Unlike other, similar methods, this
technique takes electrode effects into account.
In principle, the electrolyte is placed between two reversible electrodes. At a given constant
potential difference between the electrodes, within the resulting electrical field, the charge
carriers, i.e. anions and cations of the Li salt dissolved in the polymer, migrate to the
electrode of opposite charge. Thereby, a concentration gradient is built up. While the
anions are accumulated at the positive electrode and their movement comes to a stop, Li+
ions are provided by the reversible electrodes. In steady state, the current in the electrolyte
is only carried by the Li+ ions.
For this study, Li metal was used as reversible electrodes (Fig. 4.2b). Li metal ribbon
(99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) was polished and pressed to receive thin foils. Circular pieces with
a diameter of 8mm were punched out. They were then pressed onto the sample’s surface.
Cu foil was used as current collector. The stack was placed into the custom made sample
holder and placed in a climate chamber. The temperature was set to 70 ◦C and allowed to
equilibrate for 24 h. After an initial impedance measurement (Solartron 1470E potentiostat,
AMETEK Inc.), a constant voltage of 10mV was applied and the resulting current was
measured (chronoamerometry). In steady state condition (after 18 h), a second impedance
measurement was conducted. From the difference in the charge transfer resistance, the Li+
ion conductivity can be determined by the following equation:
T+ =
Is
(
∆V –I0R0int
)
I0 (∆V –IsRsint)
(4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Different electrode arrangements used for electrochemical characterisation meth-
ods. In case of EIS, and determination of T+ symmetric electrodes (both electrodes blocking
or non-blocking) were used, while for Hebb Wagner method and LSV asymmetric electrodes
(one blocking, one non-blocking) were applied.
with Rint and I as the interface resistance and current, superscripts 0 and s indicating initial
and steady state, respectively, and ∆V as the applied voltage.
4.9 Linear sweep voltammetry
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) is employed to investigate the electrochemical stability of
electrolytes. The potential of a working electrode is continuously increased with constant
speed with respect to the reference electrode. The resulting current is measured. When
redox reactions take place, a rapid increase in current is detected and the stability window
of the electrolyte is exceeded.
Hence, Li metal electrodes were applied to one side of the samples and stainless steel blocking
electrode on the other side (Fig. 4.2c). The Li electrode was contacted as reference (RE) and
the steel electrode was contacted as working electrode (WE). Measurements were carried
out using the Solartron 1470E potentiostat (AMETEK Inc.). The current was measured as
a function of the applied voltage which was varied with a speed of 1mV s−1. The cut-off
voltage was set to 5V.Measurements were carried out at a constant temperature of 70 ◦C.
Prior to measurement, samples were tempered 3 h.
Part III
Results and Discussion
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Chapter 5
LLZO synthesis and
characterisation
In this chapter, the observations, results and discussion of the LLZO synthesis are detailed.
The intermediate product of the two step synthesis, the precipitate, as well as calcined
powder and sintered pellets are characterised with respect to their structure, both in terms
of crystallography and morphology. Furthermore, with regard to further processing, the
chemical stability of LLZO powder in air and suitable solvents for tape casting is determined.
Additionally, the electrochemical properties of LLZO are investigated using sintered pellets.
Parts of this chapter have been published in: F. Langer, J. Glenneberg, I. Bardenhagen, R.
Kun. Synthesis of single phase cubic Al-substituted Li7La3Zr2O12 by solid state lithiation
of mixed hydroxides, Journal of Alloys and Compounds Vol. 645 (2015) p. 64-69.
5.1 Precipitated precursor
After dissolving metal nitrates of Al3+, La3+ and Zr4+ in water, the solution is strongly
acidic (pH = 1). The slow addition of NH4OH solution gradually increases the pH from
acidic to alkaline. Precipitation of dissolved La3+ species as a hydroxide from aqueous solu-
tions starts above pH 8 [187]. Zr(OH)4 is stable in a broader pH range of 5 to 12 in aqueous
dispersions [188]. In aqueous systems, the highest fraction of Al(OH)3 precipitate can be
found at around pH 7. At higher pH values, Al(OH)3 precipitate will be re-dissolved in form
of a negatively charged [Al(OH)4]
– [189]. Therefore, Al3+ and La3+ can hardly be precip-
itated quantitatively at the same pH value. The pH value of 9.5 is chosen despite possible
re-dissolution of Al(OH)3, because it ensures maximal amounts of La(OH)3 and Zr(OH)4.
But during the gradual co-precipitation of the dissolved species, Al(OH)3 clusters will be
trapped within the more pH stable La3+ and Zr4+ containing hydroxide precipitates. Fur-
thermore, up to a pH of about 10, the surface of precipitated La(OH)3 particles is positively
charged [190]. Consequently, it is possible that [Al(OH)4]
– -complex ions will be adsorbed at
the surface of the precipitated hydroxide particles resulting in their incorporation into the
mixed hydroxide precipitate. In order to ensure sufficient concentration of Al3+ to promote
stabilization of the cubic crystal structure within the final product, a slight excess of Al3+
ions was applied.
Successful co-precipitation of metal ions was verified using EDS analysis. EDS mappings
of Al, La and Zr along with a SEM image of the same area are depicted in Fig. 5.1, re-
spectively. The dried hydroxide precipitate shows bimodal grain size associated with two
different morphologies. The majority of particles are spherical particles with rough surfaces.
Furthermore, these small particles form agglomerates with rough surfaces. The other parti-
cles possess rather sharp edges and smooth surfaces. Despite the differences in morphology,
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Figure 5.1: SE-SEM image and EDS mapping of hydroxide precipitate. Mapping shows
particles consist of various metal ions.
the chemical composition of these particles is very similar as verified via EDS analysis.
The images show a uniform distribution of metal ions across the sample. Al can be found
within the precipitate as well. Due to the small amount of Al in the final product, the Al
concentration within the precipitate is rather low (1 at%). The presence of Al within the
precipitated hydroxides and the particles consisting of various metals verifies the hypothesis
of co-precipitation. EDS spot analysis of various particles (see Fig. 5.1) also confirms that
the particles consist of the respective metal hydroxides. The metal concentration within the
individual particles slightly varies (see Table 5.1) but is close to the ideal concentration.
The amorphous nature of the precipitate was verified using XRD. In Fig. 5.2, a represen-
tative XRD pattern of the precipitate is depicted. A few broad and low intensity peaks can
be observed. But the overall low intensity and the absence of any clearly resolved Bragg
reflections are a clear indication that the precipitated powder is highly amorphous at this
stage of preparation.
Atom spot 1 spot 2 spot 3
Al 2 1 1
La 10 14 11
Zr 10 12 9
O 77 74 80
Table 5.1: EDS spectra spot analysis taken from various hydroxide particles. Analysis
shows particles consisting of multiple metal ions. Chemical composition of particles is close
to desired composition.
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Figure 5.2: XRD pattern of dried hydroxide precipitate. Low intensity and broad reflections
reveal amorphous nature of precipitate.
In Fig. 5.3, the TGA graphs of thermal decomposition of precipitated hydroxides and mix-
ture of precipitate and LiNO3 are presented. The TGA graph of the hydroxide precipitate
(see Fig. 5.3a) can be divided into four sections using the first derivative of the TGA graph
(dotted line). A gradual weight loss from 35 ◦C to 800 ◦C (sections I to III) can be ob-
served. The major weight loss occurs in two distinctive steps at temperatures below 600 ◦C
(sections I and II). The first step from 100 ◦C to 400 ◦C (section I) may be attributed to
the decomposition of the Zr(OH)4 [191] and partially of the La(OH)3 [192]. The second,
more pronounced step from 400 ◦C to 600 ◦C (section II) can be assigned to the complete
de-hydroxylation of La(OH)3 into La2O3 [193]. The small weight loss above 600
◦C (section
III) may be due to the evaporation of CO2 from carbonate decomposition that is present at
the surface of La(OH)3 [192]. Above 800
◦C the mass of the sample is stable.
The addition of LiNO3 slightly changes the character of the determined TGA graph (Fig. 5.3b).
Yet, compared with the first derivative, the TGA curve can be divided into four, slightly
different sections as well. In the first two sections (up to a temperature of about 425 ◦C), a
gradual mass loss occurs. As described before, it can be attributed to the decomposition of
the hydroxides. The major mass loss occurs in a rather narrow temperature range between
400 ◦C to 670 ◦C (section III). Here not only the decomposition of hydroxides but also the
decomposition of LiNO3 can be observed [194]. Above a temperature of 670
◦C, no further
mass loss can be detected. In comparison with the TGA of the pure precipitate, a stable
mass is obtained at considerably lower temperatures. Therefore, volatile and unstable com-
ponents should not remain in the product at 670 ◦C. However, since the pure precipitate
showed a small weight loss up to 800 ◦C and to accelerate the crystallisation of LLZO, the
temperature chosen for calcination was 850 ◦C.
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Figure 5.3: TG and DTG of hydroxide precipitate with and without Li salt. Hydroxides
decompose up to 600 ◦C. Carbonate decomposition takes place up to 800 ◦C. Addition of
LiNO3 reduces temperature of mass constance to 700
◦C.
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5.2 Calcined powder
5.2.1 Crystal structure and morphology
In Fig. 5.4, the X-ray diffraction patterns of the LLZO powders calcined in air (powder 1)
and Ar atmosphere (powder 2) along with the calculated pattern of cubic garnet (JCPDS
# 80-0457) are presented. The diffraction pattern of the powders after the heat treatment
at 850 ◦C show well defined reflection peaks indicating the powders are well crystallised.
Rietveld refinement was carried out to determine the phase composition and the lattice pa-
rameter of the garnet phase. The results can be found in TableB.1 in the appendix.
All major reflections could be assigned and indexed with cubic garnet phase (space group
Ia3¯d, # 230 [85]), e.g. reflections at 16.7◦, 30.8◦, 33.8◦ and 52.7◦ 2Θ corresponding to lat-
tice planes (211), (420), (422) and (642), respectively. Small reflections for additional phases
are found in both powders. In powder 1, additional reflections of minor phases La2Zr2O7
(JCPDS # 73-0444, space group # 227, Fd3¯m, [195]), La2O3 (JCPDS # 71-5408, space
group # 164, P 3¯m1 [196]) and LaAlO3 (JCPDS # 85-0848, space group # 221, Pm3¯m [197])
are observed. In powder 2, additional reflections of minor phases La2Zr2O7 and LaAlO3 are
observed. Quantification carried out by BRASS routinely yielded a LLZO weight fraction
of 98(1)% and 95(1)%. However, given the high Rwp values of the refinements due to the
low amount of refined parameters, the weight fractions are not final. All minor phases are
an indication for a Li deficiency in the powders. Although a Li salt excess of 10mol% was
chosen for calcination and the temperature of 850 ◦C is rather low, Li evaporates at high
temperatures causing the deficiency. The ICP-OES results further confirm this hypothesis.
A Li content of 5.40 to 6.08 per formula unit is calculated for LLZO powder 1. This value
is slightly lower than the targeted value of 6.25 and considerably lower than the value of
6.875 used for precursor (hydroxide and Li salt) mass calculation. The powders investigated
with ICP-OES contain the slight amounts of secondary phases that can be seen in the XRD
pattern, though. Therefore, the Li content in the garnet phase might be higher than the
value calculated from the ICP-OES values.
The reflections of secondary phases are more pronounced in the XRD pattern of the powder
calcined in air/Ar. This is to be expected. For one, the powder calcined in air is confined in
a crucible and covered with a lid. During calcination, a stable gas atmosphere and a stable
Li partial pressure within the gas atmosphere can form. This is not possible for the samples
calcined in air/Ar. The powder is placed in a crucible without a lid and the Ar flow during
the cooling down step of the calcination inhibits the formation of a stable gas atmosphere
containing Li above the powder sample. As a result, the lowest cubic LLZO content was
calculated for this sample (95%).
The lattice parameter a of the garnet phase was refined to 12.9846(3) A˚ and 12.9830(4) A˚
for powder 1 and 2, respectively, which is close to values for cubic LLZO reported before
[83, 85]. Although the ideal lattice parameter for high ionic conductivity has been identified
as a = 12.95 A˚ [82], wet chemistry synthesis methods often result in structures with larger
lattice parameters. For comparison, combustion synthesis and sol-gel synthesis yielded cubic
LLZO with 13.096 A˚ [111] and 12.97 A˚ [110], respectively.
In the second step of the synthesis, the dried hydroxide precipitate is mixed with the Li
source (LiNO3) and calcined in air to obtain the well crystallised product. During this
process, the solid state lithiation of the mixed hydroxide and finally the stabilization of the
cubic LLZO take place. These processes are controlled by diffusion of ions and accordingly
by temperature and kinetics. Mixing the dried hydroxide precipitate with the Li source en-
ables the homogeneous distribution of all constituting ions in the hydroxide/LiNO3 mixture
before high temperature treatment. The close contact and the shorter diffusion pathways
result in a significant reduction of the required temperature and shorten the reaction time
during calcination compared to common solid state reactions using oxides as starting mate-
rials. In this case, the calcination temperature could be lowered to 850 ◦C, which is a much
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Figure 5.4: XRD of powder calcined at 850 ◦C for 24 h. a) powder 1 (calcined in air) and b)
powder 2 (calcined in air, cooled down in Ar atmosphere). For comparison, the simulated
diffraction pattern of cubic garnet LLZO is depicted in c). All major reflections match cubic
LLZO, small impurities of La2Zr2O7, La2O3 and LaAlO3 are visible.
lower value compared to common calcination temperatures reported for solid state reaction
synthesised LLZO materials [80, 81, 99]. In the initial report on LLZO, a calcination tem-
perature of 1230 ◦C [80] was used and since then, for solid state reactions the temperature
has only decreased to 980 ◦C [81]. Often, temperatures of 1200 ◦C are still used [99]. In com-
parison, wet chemistry routes usually employ temperatures of 800 ◦C to 900 ◦C [108, 109] for
cubic garnet structure. The temperature used here, therefore, fits the temperature range of
wet chemistry routes.
In Fig. 5.5, characteristic SEM images of the powder calcined in air (a) and the optimised
powder (calcined in air/Ar and ball-milled in toluol) (b) are presented. The SEM image
of the powder calcined in air shows a narrow grain size distribution. These particles stick
together forming larger agglomerates. The individual particles exhibit a more irregular form
and rough surfaces.
Compared to the image of the precipiate (Fig. 5.1), it can be seen that the heat treatment
leads to particle growth, as expected. In order to minimize the free surface energy, small par-
ticles within the precipitate merge and form bigger particles during calcination. In addition
to the particle growth, the morphology of the particles changes from angular to spherical,
reducing the free surface. Furthermore, the calcined powder reveals a more uniform grain
size distribution as well as morphology compared to the precipitate. Calcining in air/Ar
and subsequent milling of the powder reduces the particle size, but does not change the
morphology significantly. The particles still exhibit a rather spherical form. Nitrogen ad-
sorption and subsequent BET analysis were used to determine the surface area. Even from
the SEM images it is obvious that the surface area of the calcined powder 1 is smaller
(SBET = 0.525m
2 g−1) than the surface area of powder 2 (SBET = 11.984m2 g−1).
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(a) powder 1 (b) powder 2
Figure 5.5: SE-SEM images of LLZO powder a) calcined in air and b) optimised powder.
5.2.2 Chemical and thermal stability
Chemical stability in air
The thermal stability of the calcined powder was investigated using TGA-MS. A represen-
tative TGA curve and corresponding MS signals of water (m/z=18.03) and carbon dioxide
(m/z=44.03) can be seen in Fig. 5.6. The powder calcined and stored in air shows two
distinctive mass losses. The first mass loss of about 3.7(2)% occurs at temperatures from
200 ◦C to 350 ◦C. From the MS signal it is obvious that this mass loss is caused by the evap-
oration of water (m/z=18) from the sample. Although the powder was stored in air and
adsorption of water on the surface is expected, the temperatures are too high for physically
adsorbed water. Therefore, the evaporating water was chemically bound and is released due
to the decomposition of the sample. The instability of LLZO in air and a proton exchange
with subsequent formation of LiOH have been reported before [98] (cf. Chapter 2.2.4). Fur-
thermore, in that study La(OH)3 could be detected which was considered a decomposition
product as well. However, the temperatures are too low for the decomposition of La(OH)3
[192]. Decomposition of La(OH)3 takes place at temperatures 400
◦C to 600 ◦C (cf. Chap-
ter 5.1). The temperatures here are at the lower temperature limit for LiOH [198], though.
The second mass loss (1.23(7)%) occurs at temperatures 300 ◦C to 800 ◦C. From the eval-
uation of the MS signals it can be primarily attributed to CO2 release (m/z=44). This
forms during the decomposition of carbonates. However, the XRD patterns of all powders
do not show any hydroxide or carbonate species indicating that the compounds are either
amorphous or their content is too low for contributions to the XRD pattern.
The finding of LiOH and Li2CO3 is detrimental to the chemical stability of LLZO in air.
Unlike in other synthesis routes [81, 99], here, Li2CO3 was not used as a precursor. There-
fore, any carbonate is formed in a reaction between LLZO and air. Since also LiOH is
found, the two step reaction mechanism for Li2CO3 seems plausible (cf. equations 2.4 and
2.5, p. 16). In this case, LiOH is considered an intermediate product. In sum, this further
supports the theory of Li2CO3 formation in air described before [103]. Although several
studies describe the formation of Li2CO3 [98, 101], so far no quantification of the Li2CO3
has been reported. The Li2CO3 formation lowers the Li content in the garnet phase and
reduces the Li+ ion conductivity [99]. Furthermore, Li2CO3 has lower ionic conductivity
and forms an insulating layer on the surface of the garnet particles [199].
The existence of Li2CO3 on the surface of LLZO calcined in air is also proven by Raman
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Figure 5.6: TGA of LLZO powder 1. TG (upper diagram) curve shows two distinctive
mass losses. Evaluation of MS signals (lower diagram, m/z=18 (H2O) and m/z=44 (CO2))
reveals them to be hydroxide and carbonate decomposition.
spectroscopy. Fig. 5.7 depicts the Raman spectra of LLZO powders 1 and 2. The comparison
of the two Raman spectra clearly shows that the powder exposed to air is indeed contam-
inated with Li2CO3. The majority of Raman bands from 100 cm
−1 to 650 cm−1 in each
spectrum can be assigned to LLZO [107]. The slight splitting of the bands in the Raman
spectrum of powder 1 may be due to a slight tetragonal distortion of the LLZO crystal struc-
ture. However, this distortion is too small to be resolved by XRD (see Fig. 5.4). The Raman
spectrum of the sample calcined in air shows additional bands. The high intensity band at
1100 cm−1 is especially striking since it is not obstructed by Raman bands of LLZO. This
band is characteristic to the Ag vibration of the carbonate ion [200]. Thus, it is attributed
to Li2CO3, which is absent in the sample calcined in Ar atmosphere. Hence, the calcination
in Ar and subsequent storage in Ar atmosphere without exposure to ambient air allow for a
LLZO powder preparation free of Li2CO3.
Chemical stability in solvents
In order to evaluate a suitable solvent for the tape casting process of ceramic/polymer com-
posites and to investigate the chemical stability of LLZO in various solvents, LLZO powder
was immersed in solvents for a defined time, then dried and analysed using ICP-OES. Fig. 5.8
shows the deviations in Li content after immersion from the Li content before immersion
for the different solvents. Details on the properties of the solvents used can be found in
TableA.1. The results for organic solvents are discussed in terms of solvent polarity and
self-ionisation. However, the results obtained from immersion in water are considered sepa-
rately.
The polarity of the solvent does not have an influence on the Li content. While the Li con-
tent of LLZO is greatly reduced by ethanol and only 62.6% of Li remain in the sample after
immersion, the Li loss after immersion in acetonitrile is small (1.8%), although both solvents
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Figure 5.7: Raman spectra of LLZO powders 1 and 2. Low wavenumber bands are assigned
to LLZO. Arrows indicate bands of Li2CO3 in Raman spectrum of powder 1. Exposure
to air of powder 2 was avoided and, thus, it does not contain Li2CO3. This proves the
instability of LLZO in air.
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Figure 5.8: Li content of LLZO powder after immersion in various solvents in percent of
Li content before immersion in solvent. ICP-MS analysis reveals a chemical instability in
protic solvents. Li loss increases with decreasing pKauto value of organic solvents.
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have similar polarities (normalised polarity ENT (EtOH) = 0.654 and E
N
T (AcN) = 0.617).
On the other hand, the Li content in the powder decreases with decreasing autoprotol-
ysis constant of solvents Kauto. Kauto is a relative measure to compare the ability for
self-ionisation. Conventionally, solvents with pKauto ≥ 20 (pKauto = −log(Kauto)) are con-
sidered aprotic [201]. Therefore, alcohols are slightly protic solvents and can potentially
transfer a proton (H+), while acetonitrile is considered aprotic. Also, cylcohexane is aprotic
and no pKauto value could be determined [201].
To further investigate the effect of Li loss in protic solvents, mixtures of protic (propanol)
and aprotic (cyclohexane) solvents were produced. In mixtures, the Li loss in the powder is
higher the higher the content of protic solvent.
Water, an inorganic solvent, also extracts Li from the garnet structure. However, the value
does not fit with the organic solvents. This may be due to different properties (e.g. hydrogen
bonds in water) or different mixing parameters. In this experiment, the same volume of each
solvent was used, which leads to a lower LLZO-water ratio, because of the low molecular
mass of water, compared to LLZO-organic solvent (TableA.1).
The most reasonable explanation for the phenomenon of Li extraction from the garnet crys-
tal structure is a proton exchange that has been described before for immersion of Li garnets
in ethanol [104] and as a decomposition mechanism in ambient air (cf. Chapter 2.2.4). In
the presence of protic solvents, a Li+ ion in the garnet crystal structure is replaced with a
proton (H+) forming LiOH.
Li7La3Zr2O12 + xH2O −−→ Li7−xHxLa3Zr2O12 + xLiOH (5.1)
While in previous studies [104], 68% (equivalent to 4.76 Li+ per formula unit) of the Li+
ions could be extracted from the garnet structure using ethanol, here, only 37% (equivalent
to 2.18 Li+ per formula unit) could be replaced. This might be due to the low amount
of solvent used here (3mL). The concentration of Li+ in ethanol is about 10mol L−1 after
immersion. It seems possible that an equilibrium Li+ concentration between the ceramic and
solvent is reached. Additionally, the garnet in the previous study has a different chemical
composition (Li7La3Sn2O12). This might also have an influence on the amount of Li
+ that
can be extracted.
In any case, the decreased Li content results in a decrease in Li+ ion conductivity [99].
Therefore, a solvent used for composite tape casting should not contain any acidic groups
and be aprotic. Nevertheless, the chosen polymer (PEO) is polar. Consequently, the polar
and aprotic solvent acetonitrile seems to be the best choice for composite formulation.
5.3 Sintered pellets
The electrochemical properties of LLZO could not be determined from a powder sample.
Therefore, the powder was pressed and sintered into pellets. The density of the sintered
pellets was calculated from geometry and mass and is 75(1)% of theoretical density of cubic
LLZO (5.2 g cm−3 determined by Rietveld refinement, cf. TableB.1). Increasing the density
proved to be difficult and resulted in a loss of the cubic garnet crystal structure due to the
high Li loss.
In Fig. 5.9, a XRD pattern of sintered pellets is shown. The high intensity reflections with
small width indicate the pellet being well crystallised. All major Bragg reflections can be
assigned to the cubic garnet structure. Additional reflections match with the main reflec-
tions of secondary phase La2Zr2O7.
The temperature dependent Li+ ion transport of the sintered LLZO pellets was char-
acterised by EIS using Cu blocking electrodes. To illustrate the resistivity of the LLZO
pellets, the Nyquist plot is depicted in Fig. 5.10 as well. One high frequency (105Hz to
107Hz) semicircle and a low frequency tail are observed. The tail can be attributed to the
diffusion of Li+ ions towards the surface without charge transfer, i.e. the Cu electrodes
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Figure 5.9: XRD pattern of LLZO pellets sintered at 1200 ◦C for 6 h. All major reflections
match cubic LLZO, small impurities of La2ZrO7 are indicated by asterisk.
which are blocking Li+ ions [202]. The high frequency semicircle is the result of resistive
and capacitive components within the sample.
Curiously, unlike for other ion conducting ceramics, no further process (i.e. ion movement
within the bulk of the LLZO crystals) is observed. Ionic movement in the bulk is faster than
ionic movement in grain boundaries. Therefore, the high frequency limit of the equipment
used (107Hz) may be too low to observe such processes. However, the existence of only one
semicircle has been observed for LLZO garnets before and is usually considered a sign that
the Li+ movement in the grain boundaries is as fast as the Li+ movement within the bulk
[92]. This would be a huge advantage of LLZO compared to other solid state electrolytes
(e.g. LLTO [63], cf. Chapter 2.2.1) where the grain boundary conductivity is several mag-
nitudes lower than the bulk conductivity and therefore, reduces the overall conductivity of
such electrolytes. For the LLZO here, the semicircle may contain contributions from both
the bulk and the grain boundary. Since these contributions cannot be resolved, the process
here is assigned to the LLZO pellet as a whole.
The impedance data is fitted with an equivalent circuit. It consists of a parallel alignment
of a resistor RSE and capacitor CSE (RC-element) in series with a second capacitor Cdl
(inset Fig. 5.10). For fitting, constant phase elements (CPEs) were used instead of ideal
capacitors to compensate for the inhomogeneity of the double layers, which arises due to
the rough surface of the pellet.
Capacitance values can be calculated from the CPE values and are displayed in Table 5.2.
From the total resistance, the Li+ ion conductivity can be calculated. The conductivity of
the LLZO pellet is 5.8× 10−5 S cm−1 at 20 ◦C, which is in good agreement with other re-
ports of Al-substituted LLZO synthesised using wet chemistry routes [108, 203]. In fact, the
value is slightly higher than the value reported for a 88% dense pellet (1.5× 10−5 S cm−1)
prepared by sol-gel synthesis [110]. Higher conductivity values (3.7× 10−4 S cm−1 [114]) are
usually reported for samples with higher density (99%). But these are prepared using hot
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Figure 5.10: Nyquist plot of LLZO pellet with density of 75% at 20 ◦C. Inset shows the
equivalent circuit used for fitting. The semicircle is attributed to LLZO pellet. A distinction
between bulk and grain boundary is not possible.
pressing.
The influence of density on the ionic conduction becomes obvious when comparing the
obtained data to a sample with even lower density. For comparison, one pellet was sintered
at 1000 ◦C for 1 h resulting in a density of only 55%. The impedance data of this pellet
looks quite differently (see Fig. 5.11). The Nyquist plot at 30 ◦C shows two well resolved
semicircles, one in the high frequency region and one in the intermediate frequency region
as well as an ascending tail in the low frequency region. Fast transport processes dominate
at frequencies above 105Hz (first semicircle), while between 10Hz to 103Hz, slow transport
phenomena can be observed (second semicircle). Consequently, the data was fitted using
an equivalent circuit consisting of two RC-elements for the transport processes and a ca-
pacitor for the diffusion in series ((RbCb)(RgbCgb)Cdl), with the subscripts “b”, “gb” and
“dl” indicating grain bulk, grain boundary and double layer (at the electrode), respectively.
Repeatedly, CPEs instead of capacitors were used for fitting. The obtained capacitance
values are well in agreement with the assignment of the processes (Table 5.2).
The bulk and grain boundary conductivity of the sample are vastly reduced by the low
density. Hence, the two processes (bulk and grain boundary) can be observed individually
in separate frequency regions. Therefore, the overall conductivity for this sample is only
3× 10−6 S cm−1 at 30 ◦C. This value is more than one magnitude lower than the value for
the pellet with 75% density.
The obtained total conductivities as a function of the temperature are depicted in Fig. 5.12.
The dependency on temperature can be fit using the Arrhenius equation
σ =
σ0
T
· exp
(−Ea
kbT
)
(5.2)
with σ as the Li+ ion conductivity, σ0 a pre exponential factor, Ea the activation energy,
kB the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature.
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Figure 5.11: Nyquist plot of LLZO pellet with reduced density (55%) at 30 ◦C. Inset shows
the equivalent circuit used for fitting. Two semicircles are observed. The high frequency
process is attributed to the bulk, the intermediate frequency process is assigned to the grain
boundaries.
This indicates that conduction within the ceramic takes place via a thermally activated
hopping mechanism. The activation energy can be estimated from the slope of the fit. For
the samples with 75% density, it is Ea = 0.39 eV which is in agreement with values published
before [85, 113].
While the sample with the reduced density also shows Arrhenius like temperature behaviour,
the calculated activation energy is much higher (Ea = 0.58 eV). This shows that the density
does not only influence the conductivity but also the activation energy.
The conductivity obtained by impedance spectroscopy is the sum of the conductivites
of all mobile species. Therefore, the conductivity contains contributions from Li+ ions
and electrons (σ = σLi+ + σe−). For application as a solid state electrolyte, an electronic
insulator is necessary. In order to estimate the electron contribution to the conductivity a
DC-polarisation technique (“Hebb-Wagner technique”) is employed.
Fig. 5.13 shows a typical result of such measurements. The measured steady state current
is depicted as a function of the applied voltage. As can be seen, the current increases with
increasing voltage. This is to be expected since the resistivity of the sample remains the
same. An increased voltage results in an increased current passing through the sample. The
calculated electronic conductivity is 3× 10−10 S cm−1 to 8× 10−9 S cm−1 between 2.5V to
4V.
From this, electronic (te−) and Li
+ (tLi+) transference numbers can be calculated.
tLi+ = 1− te− = 1− σe
−
σ
=
σLi+
σ
(5.3)
The electronic transference numbers calculated are 5× 10−6 to 1× 10−4 for the voltage
range 2.5V to 4V. The ionic transference numbers are in the range of 0.999 995 to 0.9998
which proves that the prepared LLZO is a predominantly ionic conductor.
In sum, the prepared LLZO material shows the desired cubic crystal structure and high,
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Figure 5.12: Arrhenius plot of sintered LLZO pellets. Pellets with higher density show
improved conductivity. Activation energy is calculated to 0.39 eV. Reduction of density
leads to increase in activation energy (0.58 eV).
pellets 75% pellet 55%
T C σ Cbulk Cgb σ
◦C 10−11 F S cm−1 10−12 F 10−9 F S cm−1
20 1.7 5.8× 10−5 - - -
30 1.6 9× 10−5 9.9 4.0 3.2× 10−6
40 1.5 1.6× 10−4 9.7 4.1 6.3× 10−6
50 1.5 2.3× 10−4 9.5 4.2 1.2× 10−5
60 1.47 3.7× 10−4 9.0 4.3 2.2× 10−5
70 - 5.6× 10−4 8.1 4.4 3.8× 10−5
80 - 8.1× 10−4 - 3.7 6.3× 10−5
Table 5.2: Capacitance C and total conductivity σ of pellets with 75% and 55% density
calculated from impedance data. Conductivity values for pellets with 75% density are in
agreement with values reported before.
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Figure 5.13: Electronic conductivity of LLZO pellet as a result of the Hebb Wagner mea-
surement. Conductivity calculated from the measured steady state current as a function of
applied voltage. Values indicate LLZO is a predominantly ionic conductor.
predominantly ionic conductivity. Therefore, it fulfils the most important requirements for
solid state electrolytes (cf. Chapter 2).
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Chapter 6
Composites
This chapter deals with the processing of the synthesised LLZO powder into composite
membranes. Based on the results of the previous chapter, acetonitrile based dispersions
were used for tape casting and exposure of the membranes to air was avoided. The following
sections contain the results and discussions on the morphological, thermal and electrochem-
ical properties of the tape cast composites. Parts of this chapter have been published before
in: F. Langer, I. Bardenhagen, J. Glenneberg, R. Kun: Microstructure and temperature
dependent lithium ion transport of ceramic–polymer composite electrolyte for solid-state
lithium ion batteries based on garnet-type Li7La3Zr2O12, Solid State Ionics Vol. 291 (2016)
p.8-13.
6.1 Morphology and thermal properties
Mixing the LLZO ceramic powder with PEO and LiClO4 resulted in homogeneous organic
solvent (i.e. acetonitrile) based dispersions. After evaporation of the solvent, the composite
electrolyte membranes were free standing. Two sets of composite membranes with LLZO
volume fractions ranging from 10 vol% to 50 vol% have been prepared. Composite set 1 was
prepared with LLZO powder 1 (calcined in air) and used as cast. Composite set 2 was
prepared with LLZO powder 2 (ambient air avoided and ball-milled). The membranes of
this set were further processed by hot pressing.
At high volume fractions of LLZO (50 vol%), a segregation of powder from the matrix can
be observed when removing the membranes from the PTFE dish and the particle distribu-
tion is not as homogeneous as in the other membranes prepared. This indicates the upper
limit of ceramic content for manufacturing composite electrolytes by tape casting method
is reached for 50 vol% ceramic. This is in good agreement with the random loose packing
limit (55 vol%) [180]. Therefore, no membrane containing 50 vol% LLZO was prepared for
composite set 2.
By further adjusting concentration and composition of the casting dispersion or modifying
casting conditions, much thinner composite electrolyte membranes may be formulated com-
pared to the conventional ceramic processed pellet shaped LLZO electrolytes [204]. The
thickness can also be modified by hot-pressing the cast membranes. This has successfully
been tried for the membranes of composite set 2. However, the thickness of the membranes
prepared here (150 µm) proved to be ideal for handling inside the glovebox and characteri-
sation of the bulk composite properties.
A photograph of the membranes is depicted in Fig. ??. The image displays the flexibility of
the dried membranes. The sample was cut from a bigger membrane using scissors. On a
macroscopic scale, no differences between the membranes of composite sets 1 and 2 can be
observed.
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(a) Fracture surface (b) FIB cross section
Figure 6.1: SE-SEM images of prepared composite membrane with 40 vol% LLZO. Fracture
surface (left) depicts homogeneous distribution of LLZO particles across entire width of
membrane. FIB SE cross section of surface (prepared and taken under N2 cryo conditions)
shows homogeneous distribution of LLZO particles in PEO20 matrix (right).
Fig. 6.1 shows two SEM images of a composite with 40 vol% LLZO of composite set 2. In
Fig. 6.1a, a fracture surface is depicted. The membrane was cooled in liquid N2 and broken.
In the image, the LLZO particles appear as bright dots in a darker PEO20 matrix. From
the image, it is obvious that the LLZO particles are homogeneously distributed across the
entire width of the sample.
Fig. 6.1b shows a cross sectional cryo-FIB image of the same sample. The FIB cross sec-
tion was cut into the surface of the sample. On top of the sample, a platinum layer was
deposited for improved visualisation of the sample. It is visible, as a porous layer without
any particle inclusions. Again, within the cross section the LLZO particles appear as lighter
areas surrounded by the darker polymer matrix. The LLZO particle size within the polymer
matrix is in agreement with the particle sizes from the powder (see Fig. 5.5b). The particles
are homogeneously dispersed throughout the sample. No voids could be detected between
the ceramic and the polymer phase. Therefore, the contact between LLZO and PEO is
sufficient.
Thermal behaviour of the composite membranes and the influence of the LLZO pow-
der on the crystallinity of PEO matrix due to composite formulation were investigated by
DSC. Fig. 6.2 exemplarily shows the heating cycles of a pure polymer electrolyte sample and
LLZO-PEO20 composites of set 2 after one week of crystallisation. Table 6.1 lists the results
for all composites. The heat flow was normalised to the mass of PEO within the samples to
be able to compare the contribution of the polymer phase within the different samples with
varying polymer content. All graphs show one defined endothermic peak in the tempera-
ture range from 40 ◦C to 65 ◦C. The melting temperature TM of the sample is determined
from the temperature at the peak maximum. It is 65 ◦C for PEO without addition of Li
salt or LLZO. This is in agreement with the value given by the manufacturer [205]. The
temperature of melting as a function of salt content has been studied previously [206]. For
PEO-LiClO4 electrolytes, the temperature of melting was found to decrease with increasing
salt concentration (e.g. TM (PEO64LiClO4) = 64
◦C and TM (PEO16LiClO4) = 56
◦C). The
value calculated here (TM (PEO20LiClO4) = 61
◦C) is well in agreement with these results.
However, the melting temperatures of the composites studied (see Table 6.1) do not change
significantly with increasing LLZO content (i.e. 59 ◦C), but are slightly lower compared to
the non-filled PEO20 (i.e. 61
◦C).
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Figure 6.2: Influence of LLZO powder on crystallinity of PEO20 matrix. Crystallinity of
polymer decreases due to addition of LiClO4 and further decreases with addition of LLZO.
Decrease in crystallinity is more pronounced in composite set 1.
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sample TM /
◦C ∆HM / J g−1 χ
PEO 65.58 166.8 81 %
PEO20 61.38 120.6 59 %
powder 1
PEO-10 60.23 56.9 28 %
PEO-20 61.88 21.8 11 %
PEO-30 60.43 11.9 6 %
PEO-40 59.67 10.6 5 %
powder 2
PEO-10 59.02 76.5 37 %
PEO-20 59.45 61.6 30 %
PEO-30 59.57 50.7 25 %
PEO-40 61.22 48.8 24 %
Table 6.1: Melting temperature TM , enthalpy of melting ∆HM and degree of crystallinity
χ of PEO20 and composite electrolytes.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.2, the peak area decreases significantly with increasing ceramic
content. The degree of crystallisation can be estimated from the enthalpy of melting ∆HM
which corresponds to the peak area. The value of 205 J g−1 [148] was used for a 100%
crystalline PEO sample as reference. Then, cast PEO without salt or ceramic is about
81% crystalline. Again, adding the Li salt decreases this value to 59%. This is in agree-
ment with values reported before [148]. In contrast, the composite samples prepared in this
study show a degree of crystallisation of 37% at most. The degree of crystallinity decreases
with increasing ceramic content in both composite sets (Fig. 6.2b). However, the decrease is
more pronounced for composite set 1 where an almost amorphous state (5% crystallinity) is
reached with 40 vol% LLZO. For the 40 vol% sample of set 2, a significantly higher degree of
crystallinity of 24% is calculated. This is in contrast to the majority of studies on composite
electrolytes published before. Authors often use nano sized fillers with much higher specific
surface area values for composing composite polymer electrolytes [149]. Within these sys-
tems, the ceramic particles inhibit crystallisation of the polymer chains and increase the
amorphous phase content. Thereby, the ionic conductivities in these systems are enhanced.
However, here the larger particles perform better in terms of surpressing crystallinity. There-
fore, it can be stated that the micron sized LLZO particles inhibit crystallisation of PEO20
within the composite membranes. Unfortunately, although studies including composite elec-
trolytes with micro sized fillers have been published [147, 172], these publications did not
investigate the effect of filler material on the crystallinity of the polymer.
6.2 Electrochemical properties
Ionic conductivity
The ionic conductivity was determined using EIS. A descending temperature slope was used
during temperature dependent measurements because the conductivity of the samples con-
taining polymer strongly depends on the thermal history of the sample [207]. A temperature
well above the melting point of PEO20 was chosen to assure a defined melted state as start-
ing point for the measurements. At temperatures below the melting point, impedance is
expected to increase with time as the PEO20 slowly crystallises. Ceramic particles within
a polymer matrix are known to inhibit this kind of crystallisation. The DSC results show
that the LLZO particles suppress crystallisation of PEO20 within the composite electrolyte.
Representative Nyquist plots of PEO20 and composites containing 20 vol% and 30 vol%
LLZO at high temperatures (70 ◦C) are presented in Fig. 6.3. The Nyquist plot of PEO20
(Fig. 6.3a) at 70 ◦C only shows a capacitive resistance. It is the result of the Li+ ion diffusion
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Figure 6.3: Typical Nyquist plots of composite electrolytes with 20 vol% and 30 vol% LLZO
at 70 ◦C. Comparison reveals additional conduction in LLZO phase at high volume fractions
LLZO. Composites of set 2 show less drastic increase in resistance.
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between two blocking electrodes. The high frequency intercept at the Re(Z)-axis represents
the frequency independent ohmic resistance of the liquid PEO20.
At high temperatures, a remarkable difference between the Nyquist plot of PEO20 and the
composite electrolytes with high LLZO content (≥ 30 vol%) can be observed (Fig. 6.3a and
Fig. 6.3b). The Nyquist plots of composites containing a low amount of LLZO (≤ 20 vol%)
exhibit the qualitatively same impedance response as PEO20. However, the Nyquist plots
of highly filled composites (≥ 30 vol%) additionally exhibit a clearly resolved semicircle at
high frequencies. It is the result of additional transport processes in the composite elec-
trolytes. From comparison of frequencies (cf. Fig. 5.10), this semicircle is assigned to the
LLZO phase. It gives indication that within the composites with ≥ 30 vol% LLZO, ion con-
duction takes place in the LLZO phase. There are two possible reasons for the appearance of
the semicircle. On the one hand, the percolation threshold for LLZO could be reached. For
spheres, a continuous phase of randomly dispersed particles in a matrix is formed at a value
of 29 vol% [208]. Therefore, at 30 vol% LLZO, an interpenetrating composite material could
be manufactured making ionic conduction in the LLZO phase across the sample thickness
possible. On the other hand, the volume fraction might only be sufficient at 30 vol% or
higher to contribute to the impedance signal.
The high frequency intercept at the Re(Z)-axis is in agreement with the resistivity of PEO20.
Since no further semicircles are observed, ion conduction through the LLZO/PEO20 inter-
face cannot be determined. From comparison of the plots of composite and PEO20, it is
obvious that the resistance of the polymer within the composite electrolyte is negligible
compared to the resistance of the ceramic. Therefore, at high temperatures, the resistance
of the ceramic is the limiting factor within the composite system.
Nyquist plots of the same samples at low temperature (40 ◦C, Fig. 6.4) appear to be of
rather similar quality. Both PEO20 and the composite samples show a depressed semicir-
cle in the high frequency region. Data for PEO20 is only depicted in Fig. 6.4b because the
impedance values are too small to be depicted in Fig. 6.4a. PEO20 is solid at 40
◦C and, thus,
starts to crystallise. Therefore, a semicircle is observed at low temperatures. This semicircle
contains contributions from both the crystalline and the amorphous domains of the sample.
Unfortunately, the contributions cannot be separated. Compared to the resistance of molten
PEO20, the resistance at low temperatures is vastly increased.
The Nyquist plots of the composites all show one semicircle at low temperatures. This is
in contrast to the high temperature data, where only highly filled composites exhibited a
semicircle. The semicircles at low temperatures contain the contributions from crystalline
and amorphous PEO20 as described above and possibly contributions from LLZO. However,
neither in Bode plots nor in any Nyquist plots, a transfer process could be identified that
could solely be attributed to Li+ ion conduction within LLZO for two reasons. First, at
high temperatures, PEO is melted with low resistivity and, therefore, does not obstruct the
observation of transport processes within the LLZO. At temperatures below the melting
point, PEO becomes solid and the ion conduction is much slower causing a resistance much
larger than the resistance of LLZO. Second, if a continuous LLZO phase is formed in the
composites by percolation at high temperatures, the solid PEO20 might increase the space
between LLZO particles and thereby inhibit ion conduction in the LLZO phase. In this case,
only PEO20 contributes to the conductivity. The resistance of the composite is increased
compared to the pure PEO20 because of dilution effects due to the addition of LLZO. This
means that the same volume of sample contains less PEO20 with increasing LLZO content
compared to pure PEO20.
Fig. 6.5 shows the ionic conductivity of the LLZO-PEO20 membranes as a function of the
reciprocal temperature (Arrhenius plot) as well as ionic conductivity of the pure compo-
nents, PEO20 and LLZO. Conductivities of PEO20 and membrane samples were calculated
using the low frequency end of the semicircle in Nyquist plots, because fitting with equiva-
lent circuits did not lead to plausible results. The points depicted in Fig. 6.5 are the mean
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Figure 6.4: Typical Nyquist plots of composite electrolytes with 20 vol% and 30 vol% LLZO
at 40 ◦C. Distinction between contributions from LLZO and PEO20 is not possible due
to high resistivity of PEO20. The composites with powder 2 show less drastic increase in
resistance.
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Figure 6.5: Arrhenius plots of composite electrolytes. Composites show temperature de-
pendency similar to PEO20. Optimisation of powder and composite preparation leads to
increased homogeneity.
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Figure 6.6: Conductivity of composites as a function of vol% LLZO at selected temperatures.
Gray area marks the conductivity of the LLZO pellet (density: 55%). The conductivity of
the composites decreases with increasing LLZO fraction. The decrease is more pronounced
for composite set 1. Optimisation of powder decreases the drop in conductivity.
values of at least three independent measurements. For the 50 vol% sample of composite
set 1, although special care was taken to choose samples from homogeneous parts of the
membrane, the high standard deviations lead to the assumption that the volume fraction to
form homogeneous membranes is exceeded.
As expected, the conductivity of all samples increases with increasing temperature. For
comparison of different processing routes (sintering vs. composite formulation), data for
a sintered pellet with a volume fraction similar to the ceramic content in the composites
(density 55%) is depicted as well. The highly dense pellets have a higher ionic conductivity
(see Chapter 5.3), but also a higher volume fraction of ceramic content, making comparison
of processing routes more difficult.
In contrast to the ceramic LLZO, PEO20 does not show Arrhenius like behaviour across the
entire temperature range. The graph can be divided into a high temperature region (80 ◦C
to 60 ◦C) and a low temperature region (50 ◦C to 20 ◦C) which is characteristic of some
polymer electrolytes [123]. Temperature dependency of conductivity in each region may be
described with the Arrhenius equation, but with distinctly different slopes (i.e. activation
energies). In the high temperature region, the gradient is flat, while the slope is steep in the
low temperature region. The point of intersection roughly corresponds to the melting point
of PEO20 identified by DSC measurements (59
◦C to 61 ◦C). The values calculated here
(5× 10−8 S cm−1 at 20 ◦C) are in good agreement with values reported for PEO20 before
[139, 141].
The results for the composite electrolytes are similar to PEO20. The temperature depen-
dency exhibits two distinctively different regions similar to PEO20. While the conductivity
decreases moderately at high temperatures, below the melting point of PEO20, the decrease
is more pronounced. The positive effect of smaller particles and hot pressing the membranes
is visible in form of smaller standard deviations.
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From Fig. 6.6, it becomes obvious that the ionic conductivity at a given temperature de-
creases almost linearly with increasing LLZO content. As described before, the 50 vol%
sample is not homogeneous and, thus, the conductivity is much lower compared to the
LLZO pellet. Hence, it is omitted in Fig. 6.6. The decrease in conductivity is most likely
due to the dilution effects described before. Although in the Nyquist plots of highly filled
composites a process is visible that has been ascribed to the LLZO phase, Li+ ion motion
seems to be confined to single particles. Since no interface process is visible in the Nyquist
plots, a high interface resistance probably makes this transition impossible.
At high temperatures, the conductivity of all composites of set 2 exceeds the ionic conduc-
tivity of the LLZO pellet. In case of composite set 1, only composites with up to 20 vol%
show conductivities higher than the one of the LLZO pellet.
At temperatures below the melting point of PEO, the conductivities of the composites
deviate significantly from the LLZO pellet. The conductivity is much lower than the con-
ductivities of both LLZO and PEO20 (Fig. 6.6). PEO20 has a much greater influence in this
temperature region. As described before at high temperatures, the polymer electrolyte is
in melted state and does not hinder the ion conduction. At low temperatures, the polymer
becomes solid and conductivity decreases rapidly.
This is in contrast to the work of Choi et al. [118], who dispersed tetragonal LLZO in
a P(EO)15LiClO4 matrix and thereby increased the conductivity of the composite. How-
ever, the maximum enhancement in conductivity was achieved with a low filler content
(52.5wt% ≃ 20 vol%). In fact, most reports on composite electrolytes with ionic conducting
fillers show a better performance of composites compared to single components. However,
the amount of filler is restricted to 25wt%, which is less than 10 vol% [170]. If higher volume
fractions of ion conducting inorganic material are used, sintered structures are infiltrated
with polymer electrolyte [209]. Hence, these systems do not contain isolated particles.
A further reason for poor ionic conductivity at low temperatures in composite set 1 might be
an insulating surface coating on the LLZO particles. As discussed in Chapter 5.2.2, LLZO
powder 1 contains surface contaminations of hydroxide and Li2CO3. A layer of insulating
Li2CO3 might be the reason for poor ionic conduction in the composite electrolytes of set
1. However, composite set 2 also shows ionic conductivity similar to PEO20. In these com-
posites, powder without surface contamination was used. Thus, the effect of Li2CO3 only
has small impact on the overall performance of the electrolyte.
The comparison with the conductivity data of composite set 1 shows the positive effect of
further processing. The standard deviations are smaller. This means that all membranes
might be macroscopically homogeneous but microscopically there are still inhomogeneities.
The hot-pressing step leads to further homogenisation. But, although the powder was pro-
cessed in Ar and not exposed to air and therefore, does not contain carbonate, the ionic
conductivity is still dominated by the PEO20. This leads to the assumption that the inter-
face between the components LLZO and PEO20 is the reason for the low ionic conductivity.
Li+ ion transference number
Similarly to the conductivity calculated from EIS for LLZO pellets, the conductivity ob-
tained for composite electrolytes is the sum of all mobile species in the sample. However,
unlike in ceramic electrolytes, because of the dissolved Li salt, the conductivity is the sum of
anionic and cationic conductivity. Thus, a transference number is determined as the value
that gives the fraction of current carried by the cations. From a coupled DC/AC polarisation
proposed by Evans et al. [186] the transference number T+ can be calculated. A high T+ is
important for application, since only the current carried by the Li+ ions contributes to the
energy that can be used during battery operation.
Here, T+ has been determined for the polymer electrolyte PEO20 and the composites of
set 2. The results of a typical measurement are depicted in Fig. 6.7. The inset shows the
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Figure 6.7: Determination of Li+ ion transference number in PEO20. Current as a function
of time. Constant voltage of 10mV applied. Inset shows Nyquist plots at t=0 h and t=18 h.
Semicircle represents PEO20/Li interface.
Nyquist plots prior to and after DC polarisation.
For polarisation, a constant voltage of 10mV was applied to the cells. As can be seen from
Fig. 6.7, the current drops during the polarisation time. This is due to several reasons. First,
the polarisation causes the concentration gradient to form which stops the motion of the
anionic species, because it cannot be supplied by the reversible Li electrodes. Second, the
concentration gradient induces a electromagnetic field in opposite direction to the applied
field. This field reduces the motion of all mobile species. Last, the cations try to compensate
the reduction in current by an increase in motion. In sum, at steady state, the current is
entirely carried by cations.
To take electrode effects into account, impedance spectra were recorded before and at the
end of the polarisation. The Nyquist plots are shown in the inset of Fig. 6.7. The Nyquist
plot prior to the DC polarisation shows a frequency independent ohmic resistance and a
well resolved semicircle. The ohmic resistance is the electrolyte’s resistance and matches
the values determined using EIS with blocking electrodes. The semicircle represents the
interface between PEO20 and Li metal electrodes. The impedance can be fit with an equiv-
alent circuit consisting of a resistor RSE and a RC-element (RC)el, with subscript “el” for
electrode. As described before, during the polarisation time, a concentration gradient is
formed. Furthermore, the interface layer between PEO20 and Li metal might grow. Both
effects cause an increase in the impedance. This is visible in the second Nyquist plot that
was taken at steady state current. While the electrolyte resistance does not change signifi-
cantly, the semicircle representing the interface increases.
From the impedance spectra and the chronoamperometric step, the Li+ ion transference
number T+ can be calculated according to equation 5.3 (p. 49) and is given in Table 6.2.
The value obtained for PEO20 is well in agreement with values published before, although
slightly different compositions of polymer electrolyte and diverse methods have been used.
Weston and Steele [147] estimated a value of 0.25 for a fully amorphous PEO8LiClO4 using
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fraction LLZO T+
0 / PEO20 0.223(9)
10 vol% 0.30(7)
20 vol% 0.28(6)
30 vol% 0.32(4)
40 vol% 0.23(1)
Table 6.2: Lithium ion transference numbers T+ of composite electrolyte set 2
an AC impedance technique with a wide frequency range (106Hz to 10−4Hz). More recently,
Derrien et al. [152] used the same polymer electrolyte composition and technique used here
and calculated a value of 0.22 as well.
The addition of ceramic filler LLZO has a positive effect on T+. The values calculated
for composites with up to 30 vol% are higher than the value for PEO20. Such a positive
influence of ceramic oxide filler particles on the T+ has been described before. First, par-
ticles with high dielectric constants (e.g. BaTiO3) increase the salt dissociation within the
polymer electrolyte [149]. Furthermore, a Lewis acid-base interaction between the filler’s
functional surface groups and the oxygen atoms within the polymer chain has been proposed
[158, 210, 211]. Thereby, Li+ ion conduction pathways along the filler surface are promoted
and the mobility of the Li+ ions is increased. At the same time, the ceramic surface acts
as an anion receptor. T+ for inactive fillers (e.g. TiO2 and Al2O3) was increased to 0.6
[210, 211]. The effect can be increased using surface modified superacid fillers and T+ values
of 0.81 can be obtained [212].
Unfortunately, the mechanism responsible for the higher T+ value here cannot be determined
from the available data. Further experiments regarding the dielectric properties and surface
properties of LLZO are necessary for more in depth discussion.
Electrochemical stability
The electrochemical stability of composite set 2 was evaluated using linear sweep voltam-
metry. Lithium metal was used as a reference electrode while stainless steel was used as a
working electrode. Fig. 6.8 depicts the measured current as a function of potential vs. the
Li electrode.
The cast PEO without Li salt or LLZO powder has the widest electrochemical window.
Although a slight increase in current can be observed at voltages > 4V, no decomposition
is detected for the investigated voltage window.
The addition of Li salt LiClO4 decreases the electrochemical window. At 4.2V a peak arises
which is followed by a drastic increase in current at higher voltages. This peak is usually
attributed to the decomposition of LiClO4. While LiClO4 is stable up to 5.1V vs. Li/Li
+
[213] in liquid electrolytes, in PEO, the anion is oxidised at 4V to 4.5V [214].
ClO−4 −e− −−→ ClO·4 (6.1)
This radical can then attack the polymer chain and causes decomposition of the polymer
electrolyte. Therefore, the peak at 4.2V is assigned to the decomposition of the Li salt.
In comparison, the electrochemical window of the prepared composites is even lower. Al-
though LLZO is reported to have a wide electrochemical window (up to 8V [86]) it seems
to have a negative impact on the stability of the composites. While the peak at 4.2V has
been ascribed to the decomposition of LiClO4 in PEO20, an additional peak at 3V is visible
as well. It increases with increasing LLZO content. This decomposition at lower voltages
cannot be explained so easily. One possibility might be the decomposition of residual ace-
tonitrile. The membranes were dried over night and residual solvent seems unlikely at first
glance. When looking at the LSV results of pure PEO and PEO20, no peak besides the one
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Figure 6.8: Linear sweep voltammetry of pure PEO, PEO20 and composite set 2 in a
Li/composite/stainless steel setup. Stability window decreases with addition of lithum salt
and LLZO powder.
attributed to LiClO4 decomposition was observed. However, studies showed that zirconia
strongly adsorbs acetonitrile [215]. It is possible that the introduction of LLZO particles
into the dispersion causes a strong adsorption of acetonitrile molecules that are not evap-
orated after drying and remain in the membrane. The fraction of acetonitrile would then
increase with increasing LLZO content due to the increased available surface. This theory
is supported by the observation that, in a PEO20LiN(SO2CF2CF3)2 polymer electrolyte,
the negative effect of SiO2 particle addition on the stability against Li metal was more pro-
nounced for tape cast samples than for solvent-free hot pressed samples [216].
However, given the high reactivity of LLZO (cf. Chapter 5.2.2) it might also be possible for
reactions between LLZO and PEO20 or LiClO4 to take place. Further investigation, e.g.
cyclovoltammetry, are necessary to identify the reaction taking place.
Finally the LSV measurements were carried out at 70 ◦C, where composite electrolytes
showed sufficient ionic conductivity. However, it is known that high temperatures have
a negative influence on the stability window because the systems investigated are more re-
active [217]. Therefore, it is possible that the electrochemical stability of the composites is
higher at lower temperatures.
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Chapter 7
Interface characterisation
In this chapter, the results of symmetric model systems of LLZO/PEO20 are discussed
with the intention to characterise the Li+ ion transition across the LLZO/PEO20 interface.
Hence, impedance spectra of electrolytes LLZO and PEO20 are compared to the impedance
spectra of the model systems. Multiphysics COMSOL simulations were carried out by Maria
Sofia Palagonia, M.Sc. and Prof. Dr. Fabio La Mantia of the Energy Storage and Energy
Conversion Systems group of the University of Bremen. This chapter has been submitted
for publication to: Journal of the Electrochemical Society.
7.1 Interpretation of Nyquist plots
Representative Nyquist plots of LLZO, PEO20 and model-8 at 70
◦C are depicted in Fig. 7.1.
In order to quantify the resistive and capacitive elements of the samples and extract resis-
tance and capacitance values for the Li+ ion transition across the LLZO/PEO20 interface,
the impedance data needs to be fitted with equivalent circuits. From the observations of
the Nyquist plot, equivalent circuits for all samples were constructed and are depicted in
Fig. 7.2. The resistances obtained from fitting are summarised in Table 7.1.
For the LLZO pellets, a low frequency tail shifted from the point of origin can be observed
(see inset Fig. 7.1a). This is in contrast to the Nyquist plot at low temperatures (Fig. 5.10)
where a semicircle is observed at high frequencies. That high frequency process is a combina-
tion of resistive and capacitive elements within the LLZO pellets (cf. Chapter 5.3). However,
at 70 ◦C, the process is shifted to frequencies higher than the measurement equipment allows
for and can, therefore, no longer be observed. The low frequency behaviour is the result
of the capacitive nature of the blocking electrodes. The impedance can be fitted using an
equivalent circuit consisting of a resistor RSE and a capacitor Cdl in series (Fig. 7.2a), with
subscripts “SE” and “dl” indicating “solid electrolyte” and “double layer”, respectively. To
account for imperfections of the surface (e.g. surface roughness and chemical inhomogene-
ity [218]) and inhomogeneous current distribution [219], a constant phase element (CPE)
is used instead of an ideal capacitor, C, for fitting. The resistance of the LLZO pellet is
RLLZO = 200Ω cm
2.
The Nyquist plot of PEO20 exhibits the same behaviour. At 70
◦C, PEO20 is melted and
usually exhibits a frequency independent ohmic resistance similar to a liquid electrolyte (cf.
Chapter 6.2). The low frequency tail matches the capacitive impedance arising due to the
blocking electrodes. In sum, the equivalent circuit also consists of a serial alignment of a
resistor RSE and a capacitor Cdl (Fig. 7.2a). From fitting, the resistance of the PEO20 is
RPEO = 30Ω cm
2.
The Nyquist plot of model-8 is shown in Fig. 7.1b and the corresponding equivalent circuit is
depicted in Fig. 7.2b. The Nyquist plot exhibits the frequency independent ohmic resistance
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Figure 7.1: Nyquist plot of a) LLZO pellet and PEO20 and b) model-8 at 70
◦C. Insets show
high frequency region. Numbers at data points indicate the magnitude of frequency.
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Figure 7.2: Equivalent circuits used for fitting of impedance data for interface characterisa-
tion. For model-8, the interface is described by an additional de Levie-element.
RSE similar to LLZO and PEO20 at high frequencies and the typical capacitive behaviour
due to the blocking electrodes at low frequencies. The value of 250Ω cm2 fits well consid-
ering the addition of the resistances expected from the pellet (RLLZO) and two layers of
PEO20 (2×RPEO).
Without any contribution to the impedance spectra from the interface between LLZO and
PEO20, only a straight tail indicating the blocking electrodes would be visible. In contrast to
this expectation, an additional semicircle is visible at intermediate frequencies that is unique
to the model system. They are not observed for the pure components LLZO and PEO20.
Since a charge transfer is excluded by the usage of blocking electrodes, this characteristic is
attributed to the LLZO/PEO20 interface.
However, this semicircle is not perfectly capacitive, because at high frequencies a straight
line can be seen. This straight line resembles a Warburg element.
7.2 Influence of rough LLZO surface
Due to the Warburg like response of model-8, the intermediate frequency part of the Nyquist
plot cannot be fitted using a simple RC-element. RC-elements imply smooth surfaces and
a uniform Li+ ion movement across the interface. In contrast, here, the straight line is
attributed to the porous surface of the LLZO pellets and consequently, to the structured
LLZO/PEO20 interface.
The surface of a LLZO pellet is displayed in a SE-SEM image in Fig. 7.3. The image clearly
shows that, even after polishing, the pellets’ surface is rough. Furthermore, due to the rather
low density of the pellets (i.e. 75%) the surface also exhibits pores that extend up to several
µm into the bulk of the pellet.
To further illustrate the LLZOPEO20 interface, a schematic is shown in Fig. 7.3. On the
left hand side, the ideal surface of the LLZO is presented. The surface is smooth and Li+
ion transition takes place across the interface. The resistive and capacitive elements of this
interface process can be described by a parallel alignment of a resistor and capacitor (RC-
element). On the right hand side, the realistic case is depicted. The surface is rough which
is accounted for by adding pores to the surface. The Li+ ion transition can also take place
in the pores, but the Li+ ions have to be transported through the pores [220].
In consequence, the equivalent circuit for fitting the impedance data of model-8 consists of
a serial alignment of a resistor RSE , a de Levie element, ZdeLevie, describing the interface,
and a capacitor Cdl for the blocking electrodes (Fig. 7.2b). The de Levie element, ZdeLevie,
is defined through the mathematical expression
ZdeLevie(ω) =
(
R
λ1/2
)
coth(λ1/2) (7.1)
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of LLZO/PEO interface representing the ideal (left) and realistic
(right) interface. The equivalent circuits provide fitting parameters for impedance data
fitting. In case of a porous LLZO surface, a transmission line of RC-elements, represented
by a de Levie element, is necessary for fitting.
LLZO PEO20 model-8
Rbulk/Ωcm
2 160 30 250
interface
- - Rint = 9kΩ cm
2
Cint = 4× 10−7 Fcm
Table 7.1: Resistance and capacitance values extracted from equivalent circuit fitting nor-
malised to LLZO/PEO20 contact area
with
λ =
1
X
+ Y (jω)φ (7.2)
where ω is the angular frequency and R the electrolyte resistance in the pores. The parame-
tersX and Y correspond to the charge transfer process while φ is a parameter to describe the
frequency distribution of relaxation times. The important parameters for the Li transition,
Rint and Cint, can be obtained by the following equations:
Rint = R ·X (7.3)
Cint =
Y
R
(7.4)
The resistance Rint normalised to the contact area is about 9 kΩ cm
2 at 70 ◦C. The calcu-
lated capacitance for the interface process is in the order of 0.1 µF cm−2, which is close to
typical charge transfer capacitance values. As can be seen in Fig. 7.1a, although the interface
process can be identified, it is partially obstructed by the contribution from the blocking
electrodes. In order to enhance the effect of the LLZO/PEO20 interface compared to the
PEO20/Cu interface, a reduction of LLZO/PEO20 contact area by decreasing the inner di-
ameter of the PEEK spacer to 1mm (di = 1mm, model-1) has been considered. COMSOL
simulations were carried out to compare the impedance spectra of an ideal interface (contact
area LLZO/PEO20 equal to LLZO pellet diameter ≈ 10mm) to the impedance spectra of
model-8 and model-1. The results of these simulations are shown in Fig. 7.4. From compar-
ison, it becomes obvious that the impedance spectrum of a model system does not change
significantly when the contact area is reduced from 10mm to 8mm. However, when reducing
the contact area to 1mm, edge effects distort the contribution from the interface. Instead of
the expected one semicircle representing the interface process, the interface contribution is
distorted into two semicircles. Therefore, the values extracted from the experiments carried
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Figure 7.4: Nyquist plots of COMSOL simulation of model systems with ideal contact area
(solid line), model-8 (dashed line) and model-1 (dotted line). While ideal model and model-8
show no edge effects, interface contribution in model-1 is distorted by edge effects. Inset
shows schematic [not scaled] of model system with current lines (arrows). Only one quarter
of entire cross section is displayed. Current lines pass from Cu electrode (top) through the
sample. While they are undisturbed in the bulk of the sample, at the edges of the PEEK
spacer, they are disturbed (white circle).
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Figure 7.5: Nyquist plot of experimental model-1 at 70 ◦C. While impedance can be fit with
equivalent circuit equal to model-8, resulting resistance values are falsified by edge effects.
out with model-8 geometry are valid. Additional experiments were carried out with model-1
geometry. The Nyquist plot (Fig. 7.5) only shows one semicircle, that can be attributed
to the interface, and the effect of the porous electrodes becomes more pronounced. While
the impedance can be fitted using the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 7.2b, the resis-
tance values are not in agreement with model-8 because of the aforementioned edge effects.
Consequently, model-1 was discarded.
7.3 Temperature dependency of interface process
To illustrate the temperature dependency of the interface processes, Nyquist plots of model-
8 at 50 ◦C and 30 ◦C are shown in Fig. 7.6.
As can be seen, all processes shift to lower frequencies with decreasing temperature. This
is to be expected, since all ion transport processes are thermally activated. A decrease in
temperature causes a decrease in ionic mobility and, subsequently, an increase in resistance.
Furthermore, at temperatures below the melting point of PEO20 (i.e. 61
◦C), a high fre-
quency semicircle can be observed (Fig. 7.6). This is expected, since the impedance of PEO20
changes drastically due to the solidification of the material (cf. Chapter 6.2). To account
for this change in the impedance in the model system, the equivalent circuit of model-8 is
slightly modified. An additional capacitor CSE is introduced in parallel to the resistor RSE .
However, no further modifications had to be made to fit the impedance from 80 ◦C to 30 ◦C.
From the temperature dependency of Rint, the activation energy can be calculated using
the Arrhenius equation 5.2 (page 48). In comparison with the LLZO and PEO20 data, this
gives an indication which transport processes might occur at a given temperature. Hence,
in Fig. 7.7, the Arrhenius plots for LLZO, PEO20 and the model systems are depicted. For
the LLZO pellets and PEO20, the conductivity σ as a function of reciprocal temperature is
shown in Fig. 7.7a. Since the dimension of the LLZO/PEO20 interface in the model systems
cannot be determined at this point because of the porous LLZO surface, the reciprocal value
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Figure 7.6: Nyquist plots of model-8 at 50 ◦C and 30 ◦C. Detail plots on right hand side
show high frequency region. Numbers at data points indicate the magnitude of frequency.
Resistances increase and processes shift to lower frequencies with decreasing temperature.
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of the resistance R multiplied with the geometrical contact area A (i.e. T/(RA)) is shown
in Fig. 7.7b instead of σT . While the geometry of the samples does change the absolute
values, activation energy values can still be determined from the slope of the linear fit with
good accuracy. The conductivity and activation energy of LLZO are 6× 10−5 S cm−1 at
room temperature and 0.39 eV, respectively (cf. Chapter 5.3). Both values are in agreement
with other reports of Al-substituted LLZO [85, 108, 110, 113]. The conductivity shows
Arrhenius-like behaviour indicating that conduction within the ceramic takes place via a
hopping mechanism. For PEO20, the conductivity values obtained (about 5× 10−8 S cm−1
at 20 ◦C) are in agreement with literature as well [139, 141]. Two distinctive regions that
are separated by the melting temperature of PEO20 can be observed in the Arrhenius plot.
Above the melting point of PEO20, the conductivity increases moderately with tempera-
ture. Below the melting point, the graph shows a steep slope. Therefore, two values for the
activation energy for the different aggregate states of PEO20 are calculated. The activation
energies are 0.42 eV and 1.8 eV for melted and solid PEO20, respectively, and are in agree-
ment with literature as well [139, 141].
Comparing model-8 with the curves of the single components, the temperature dependency
of the interface follows the behaviour of the polymer electrolyte. The linear fit reveals a
moderate slope for the data points above the melting temperature of PEO20, and a steep
slope for the data points below the melting temperature of PEO20. Activation energies for
the interface are 0.9 eV and 1.0 eV in case of melted and solid PEO20, respectively.
At temperatures above 60 ◦C, the activation energy values of the single components are
much lower than the activation energy for the interface process. This is in agreement with
a study of a LLTO/PEO-LiCF3SO3 interface [221]. There, the activation energy for the
interface process was higher than the activation energies for the single components as well.
However, the additional semicircle of the interface was fitted using a simple Randles circuit
(RC-element).
At low temperatures, the conduction through the interface might become more likely. While
the activation energy for ionic movement in the LLZO phase is unchanged, the activation en-
ergy for the semi crystalline PEO20 increases dramatically. The activation energy calculated
for the interface gives an indication that the activation energy for the interface transition
might be less thermally hindered at low temperatures than the Li+ ion movement in PEO20.
This is the first time that the Li+ ion transition across a LLZO/polymer electrolyte interface
has been investigated. Such a model system is a valid tool to investigate the effectiveness of
Li ion conductive (i.e. active) fillers in composite systems with finely dispersed particles. In
case of active fillers, it is important that ions can transition between the two components to
actively contribute to the conduction in the composite. With the model system, the tran-
sition resistance can be determined and the impact of, e.g. surface modification of ceramic
particles, can be evaluated in regard to their effect on the ionic conduction.
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Figure 7.7: Arrhenius plots of LLZO pellets, PEO20 and model-8. The calculated activation
energies indicate that ion transition across the interface is unlikely at high temperatures.
Because of the high activation energy of PEO20 at low temperatures, ion transition may be
possible there, but cannot be confirmed.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
The aim of this thesis was the investigation of composite electrolytes consisting of ceramic
Li7La3zr2O12 (LLZO) garnet particles and polymer electrolyte P(EO)20LiClO4.
LLZO synthesis and characterisation
In a first step to realise these composites, a novel synthesis route for LLZO powder has been
established. A wet chemistry based synthesis consisting of two preparation steps has suc-
cessfully been developed. First, the co-precipitation of constituting metal ions as hydroxides
leads to an amorphous powder. The homogeneous distribution of metal ions in the particles
was verified by EDS. Consequently, a low calcination temperature of 850 ◦C was identified
for the following solid state lithiation by TGA. Therefore, the developed method is energy
saving compared to solid state reactions where temperatures of 1200 ◦C are needed for phase
formation.
XRD verified that the resulting calcined powder predominantly exhibits cubic garnet crys-
tal structure with only minor secondary phases. Sintered pellets with a density of 75%
show high ionic conductivity of 5.8× 10−5 S cm−1 at 20 ◦C and activation energy of 0.39 eV
which are in agreement with values reported before. Transference number measurements by
Hebb-Wagner method revealed that the material is an electronic insulator. Therefore, the
material is considered suitable for further processing into thin composite membranes with
polymer electrolyte PEO20LiClO4.
However, the chemical stability of the calcined powder in air and solvents is rather low.
TGA-MS analysis showed that the powder is thermally stable up to at least 950 ◦C, but is
contaminated by hydroxides and carbonates. The carbonate species could be identified to
be Li2CO3 by Raman spectroscopy. Calcining in Ar atmosphere and subsequent storage in
Ar atmosphere successfully inhibited the formation of carbonates, though.
In further processing steps of the powder into composite membranes (i.e. tape casting),
dispersion of the LLZO powder in solvents is necessary. For sufficient dissolution of the
polymer PEO in the solvent, a polar solvent is needed. Therefore, LLZO was exposed to
different solvents and then analysed using ICP-OES. In order to avoid removal of Li from
the garnet powder, only aprotic solvents can be used. Hence, for tape casting of LLZO with
the polar polymer PEO, acetonitrile with high polarity but no protic functional groups was
chosen as the solvent.
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Composite preparation and characterisation
The production of free standing, flexible composite membranes has been established in a
second step. Composites of P(EO)20LiClO4 (PEO20) and LLZO with a volume fraction of
up to 40 vol% LLZO can be produced by tape casting. Segregation effects become obvious
for higher LLZO fractions. The resulting membranes are about 150 µm thick. Two sets of
composite membranes with different LLZO particle sizes were prepared. For composite set
1, the powder was used as received from calcination in air, while the powder for composite
set 2 was calcined in Ar atmosphere and subsequently ball-milled. Additionally, the dried
membranes of composite set 2 were hot pressed. In both cases, the particles are dispersed in
the PEO20 matrix. Increasing the amount of ceramic LLZO particles does not change the
melting temperature of PEO20 significantly (i.e. 59
◦C to 61 ◦C). However, the crystallinity
of the PEO20 matrix (59% for PEO20 without addition of LLZO) is reduced. The larger
particles of powder 1 proved to be more effective (5%) than smaller particles from powder
2 (24%).
EIS of the membranes revealed one additional transport process in the highly filled com-
posites (≥ 30 vol%) that has been ascribed to the LLZO phase in the composites. However,
the total conductivity decreases with increasing LLZO content (from 4.9× 10−4 S cm−1 for
PEO20 to 7.1× 10−5 S cm−1 for composites with 40 vol% at 70 ◦C). While at high temper-
atures the ionic conductivity of the composites is still higher than a LLZO pellet with a
similar volume fraction of LLZO, at low temperatures, the total ionic conductivity is dras-
tically reduced (from 5× 10−8 S cm−1 for PEO20 to 6.7× 10−9 S cm−1 for composites with
40 vol% at 20 ◦C) due to the low ionic conductivity of the polymer electrolyte.
The introduction of polymer electrolyte into the electrolyte system is accompanied by the
appearance of a further mobile ion species in the composites - the perchlorate anion. There-
fore, transference numbers of the composites were determined as the fraction of current
carried by the Li+ ions of the total current. The transference number T+ for PEO20 is 0.22,
which is typical for the material. It is positively increased to values of 0.28 to 0.32 with
addition of up to 30 vol% LLZO. In sum, although the ionic conductivity decreases with the
addition of LLZO, the fraction of current carried by the Li+ ions is increased.
At last, LSV was used to determine the electrochemical stability window of the composites.
All composites are stable up to about 2.5V vs. Li/Li+ before decomposing. The mechanism
of decomposition however, requires further investigation.
LLZO/PEO interface
To further investigate the reason for the low ionic conductivities, the interface between
LLZO and PEO20 was analysed using model systems. Sintered pellets of LLZO were used
to create symmetric samples of PEO20/LLZO/PEO20 with well defined contact areas (diam-
eter: 8mm). It turned out that even the polished surface of LLZO pellets created the effect
of porous electrodes in the EIS data. Nevertheless, by choosing an appropriate equivalent
circuit, consisting of an RC-element in series to a de Levie element and a capacitor, the
contribution from ion transition and diffusion could be identified. The interface resistance
(9 kΩ cm2) is high compared to the individual components. Furthermore, at high temper-
atures above the melting point of PEO20, the activation energy for the transition process
is 0.9 eV, which is considerably higher than the activation energy of the single components.
Only at temperatures below the melting point of PEO20 (T < 60
◦C), the ion transition
becomes more likely. The activation energy of the interface (1 eV) becomes lower than the
one of PEO20 (Ea = 1.8 eV), but still is higher than Ea of LLZO. The results lead to the
conclusion that in composites the conduction inside the individual phases is preferred.
Based on the results presented in this work, further experiments enhancing the electro-
chemical performance of composite electrolytes can be conducted, which will result in the
implementation of composite electrolytes in battery cells. The developed model system can
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be useful tool in this, since it allows the determination of suitable material combinations
prior to composite manufacturing.
Outlook
The main problems of the composites presented in this work are their low electrochemical
stabilities and low conductivities. While a model system has already been developed to
investigate the low conductivities, the reason for the low electrochemical stabilities needs to
be identified. A suitable method might be cyclovoltammetry.
In the following paragraphs, suggestions for improvement of composite electrolytes are made
that require changes in the chemical composition of the constituents. The proposed strate-
gies focus on improving the ion blocking interfaces between ceramic particles and polymer
matrix, thereby, increasing the Li+ ion conductivity. At the same time, the electrochemical
stability window will be influenced. Several different approaches are possible.
First, preparation methods different from tape casting can be developed (e.g. hot pressing).
Thereby, the LLZO content within the composite can be further increased, consequently,
increasing the contact area between the particles and Li+ ion pathways in the ceramic phase.
Instead of using LLZO powder dispersed in a polymer matrix, a porous hierarchical three
dimensional garnet oxide structure could be manufactured. Preparation methods could in-
clude sintering the hydroxide precursor with volatile Li salts (e.g.LiOH) at low temperatures
to prepare porous pellets, sacrificial templating or electro spinning. This may provide sin-
tered Li+ ion pathways and therefore, high ionic conductivity. The received scaffold may be
filled with polymer, conductive or insulating, to lend mechanical stability and flexibility to
the electrolyte membrane.
A different approach is the surface modification of LLZO powder. The surface of the ceramic
can be tailored with functional groups that allow for a chemical bond between the ceramic
and the polymer. Such interfaces may lower the interface resistance. For these experiments,
the replacement of the polymer with a polymer with functional groups that are able to re-
act with the functional groups on the LLZO is necessary. Also, in-situ polymerisation of a
suitable monomer with the functional groups is possible.
Furthermore, the Li salts used within the composites should be replaced. LiClO4 is a suitable
choice for laboratory experiments and proof of principle studies such as this one. However,
for industrial applications, perchlorate is is unsuitable. Therefore, other Li salts, such as
LiTFSI, may be of interest, since the large anion allows for dislocated negative charge and
acts as a plasticizer within the polymer matrix. Both effects improve the performance of
the polymer electrolyte.
When a sufficient electrochemical properties of the composites are achieved, further tests
concerning especially the mechanical properties are necessary. The stiffness of the polymer
as well as the tensile strength may be important in Li battery manufacturing. The stiff-
ness and shear modulus give indication if the material inhibits Li dendrite growth and may
also allow for a estimation on whether or not the composite can accommodate the volume
changes of the electrodes during cycling.
Finally, cycling tests of full cells are needed to provide information on the material’s perfor-
mance in batteries.
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Appendix A
Properties of solvents
solvent water ethanol n-propanol acetonitrile cyclohexane
sum formula H2O C2H6O C3H8O C2H3N C6H12
chemical structure O
H
H
OH
OH
C N
molecular weight
M / gmol−1 18.02 46.06 60.10 41.05 84.16
density
ρ / gmL−1 1 0.789 0.804 0.786 0.779
autoprotolysis constant
pKauto(25
◦C) a 14 18.88 19.43 ≥ 33.3 -
normalised polarity
ENT
a 1 0.654 0.617 0.460 0.006
measurement results
amount of substance used
n / mol 0.166 0.051 0.040 0.057 0.028
expected Li content / mgL−1 0.626 0.607 0.609 0.573 0.604
measured Li content / mgL−1 0.33 0.284 0.417 0.495 0.487
% of Li from original powder 72.7 62.6 82.7 98.2 107.3
Table A.1: Properties of solvents used for immersion experiment, a: values taken from
ref. [201].
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Appendix B
Rietveld refinement results
Parameter powder 1 powder 2 pellet
Phase Li7La3Zr2O12
crystal structure taken from [85] [85] [85]
Space group Ia3¯d Ia3¯d Ia3¯d
Rbragg 10.13 15.02 13.88
Lattice parameter a / A˚ 12.9846(3) 12.9830(4) 12.9720(2)
iPL 7.11× 10−2 3.7(1)× 10−2 6.9(7)× 10−3
density / g cm−3 5.265 5.2630(3) 5.2760(2)
weight fraction / % 98(1) 95(1) 99(1)
Phase La2Zr2O7
crystal structure taken from [195] [195] [195]
Space group Fd3¯m Fd3¯m Fd3¯m
Rbragg 41.68 11.58 44.95
Lattice parameter a / A˚ 10.8161(7) 18.2540(7) 10.815(2)
density / g cm−3 6.032 6.0137(8) 6.029(2)
weight fraction / % 1.14(7) 4.2(1) 0.39(40)
Phase LaAlO3
crystal structure taken from [197] [197]
Space group Pm3¯m Pm3¯m
Rbragg 44.26 19.55
Lattice parameter a / A˚ 3.791 235 3.7915(8)
density / g cm−3 6.547(1) 6.547
weight fraction / % 0.71(7) 0.70(7)
Phase La2O3
crystal structure taken from [196]
Space group P 3¯m1
Rbragg 61.91
Lattice parameter / A˚
a = 3.9328
c = 6.128 51
density / g cm−3 6.624
weight fraction / % 0.34(5)
Rwp 37.23 21.44 15.70
Table B.1: Rietveld refinement results of diffraction patterns of LLZO powders and pellets
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Appendix C
Calculating Rint and Cint from
ZView data
The impedance software ZView [183] uses the mathematical expression of
ZdeLevie(ω) =
(
R
λ1/2
)
coth(λ1/2)
with
λ =
1
X
+ Y (jω)
to define the de Levie element. The parameters R, X, and Y are refined during the fitting
process. To extract values Rint and Cint of the interface process, the following assumptions
are made.
Based on de Levie’s work [222, 223] on porous electrodes and according to [220], the
impedance of a porous electrode, Zpore, with cylindrical pores in the absence of an elec-
trochemical reaction can be expressed with the mathematical expression
Zpore =
R
λ
1
2
· coth(λ 12 )
with R as the total resistance of the pore filled with electrolyte and the dimensionless
admittance of the porous electrode, λ, further defined as
λ =
Rr
Zel
where Rr corresponds to the electrolyte resistance and Zel is defined as a regular RC-element
Zel =
1
1
Rct
+ jωCdl
Transformations yield the equation
λ =
R
Rct
+ jωCdlR
By summarizing R/Rct and RCdl into X and Y , respectively, the equation used by ZView
is received.
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